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1,   INTRODUCTION 

Agricultural tools and implements form an important input for increasing 
agricultural production.    It was,   therefore, considered by many developing countries 
especially the least developed ones to initiate programme aimed at manufacture of some 
of the tools and implements locally, to save foreign exchange from their imports and 
also for developing local industrialisation and employment potential.    To do this it was 
necessary to identify the implementi and tools that are likely to be useful in the develop- 
ing and the least developed countries of the world.    Therefore,  with a view to explore 
ways and means o( promoting the local manufacturing of appropriate agricultural 
machinery, tools and implements in these countries, United National Industrial Develop- 
ment Organization (UNIDO) in association 1 with the Government of India (GOI) organized 
a 'manufacturing development clinic on animal-drawn agricultural implements,   hand 
operated machines and simple power equipment in the Least Developed and other 
Developing Countries' at New Delhi (India) in October 19742. 

1.1 The clinic made certain recommendations and those relevant to this study were 
that the Governments of the least developed countries will: 

1)   give priority in their national plans to allocate funds for promoting design 
development and testing - specifically,  hand tools, animal-drawn implements, simple 
hand-operated agricultural machines and simple power equipment and the local manu- 
facture of agriculture tools and implements, since such implements are suitable for 
manufacture in rural areas; 

ii)   explore  the possibility of obtaining assistance from India,  through UNIDO;and 

iii)   consider implementation of the project within the framework of the 
programme of cooperation among developing countries (CDC). 

1.2 The participants also recognized the importance of taking necessary steps in 
their own countries to secure UNIDO assistance through incl ision of these activities in 
the UNDP countries planning for 1977-1981. 

1. This was one of the few projects undertaken jointly by UNIDO and Government of 
India (Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, India) within the framework 
of the UNIDO-Indla Agreement on the Transfer of Technology signed on 12 Dec. 
1972. 

J. Reísr UNIDO report ID/l 48 (ID/WG. 193/3) UNIDO, Vienna, March 1975. 



1.3 Each participant identified specific areas in which assistance from United 
Nations agencies and in particular from UNDP/UNIDO was urgently required.   These 
areas Included pilot programme in design and development, local manufacture, 
maintenance and repair, training, and investment promotion for local manufacture of 
agricultural implements and tools. 

1.4 UNIDO agreed to provide assistance totthe Governments of selected Least 
Development Countries (LDC), namely Bangla Deah, Bhutan, Haiti, Laos, Nepal, 
Ethiopia,  Lesotho, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda and Upper Volta. 

1.5 In order to conduct an analysis and prepare a detailed project report for propo- 
sal for manufacturing promotion of agricultural tools and implements In these selected 
countries, UNIDO contracted the Government of India (Council of Scientific and 
Industrial Research, India) to prepare sucha report^. 

1.6 The contract was expected to highlight following points: 

i)   Indicate possible avenues of technology transfer from India for establishing 
pilot demonstration plants for agricultural implements In each of the above 
mentioned 11 LDCs on the basis of the recommendations of the New Delhi 
Clinic; 

li)   elaborate the details of Implements that could be supplied by India, its 
drawings /'photographs' and other relevant information and workout the cost 
of prototype implements, manufacturing drawings and spare parts supply; 

111)   define the machine tools necessary for establishing a simple pilot plant 
(workshop) with relevant specifications and costs; 

^     8*"crfpffoÇrIan^r"0nnel re<ïuirement» and prepare appropriate job 

•)     elaborate a programme for the training in India,  for technicians from LDCe 

1.7 The Government of India (CSIR) signed the contract on 16th January 197*„    Due 
to various physical constraints,  diversity of implement« and tools and their require- 
ments by the Least Developed Countries, the scope of the study had to be reduced in 
consultation with UNIDO. 

3. Tbl» document has been reproduced without formal editing. 
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2.   THE STUDY 

Thif study if on the "proposal» for manufacturing promotion,  research and 
development and transfer of technology in agriai ltural tools, improved animal drawn 
Implement« and operated machine» and »imple power equipment in »elected Least 
Developed Countries", for consideration of the Government» of the »elected least 
developed.   It help* to appreciate the need for establishing a practical and direct linkages 
between the needs of agriculture with agricultural tools and implements which are impor- 
tant inputs for successful agricultural development and rural industrialisation. 

2. 1 The guidelines are not supposed to solve the problems of the whole country,but 
to act as a pilot research,  development, testing and demonstration project, which will 
have a manufacturing unit/workshop as nucleus for transformation into a viable 
commercial plant and which could serve as a model for further establishment of such 
units in other areas. 

2.2 The immediate objective of the project is to indicate to selected Least Developed 
Countries the required prototypes of agricultural implements available and assist in 
their supply intensive testtag,  evaluation and modification» and to organise, the 
manufacture of a limi.^d r.umber of approved agricultural tools and implements for 
farmers acceptance keei ing in view the existing needs on a priority basi» and also 
within the technical capability of the local people.    At a later date this could act a» 
a training centre for local artisan» and catalyse rural industrialization and local 
entrepreneurship.    In addition to promotion of establishment of such facilities it will 
provide training in industrial technology, production techniques, commercialisation and 
management which,are essential for transformation into a commercial venture. 

2.3 The studies, therefore, aim« at helping the »elected LDC« in the 

i)      establishment of RfcD facilities for evolving suitable farm equipment, 

11)      manufacture of approved agricultural implements and tools? 

ill)      development of local technical competence and capabilities; 

v)      extending repair and maintenance services,' 

vt)     training of local technical personnel in all aspect» of farm engineering and 
production technology; 

vil)      development of local entrepreneurship and promotion of rural industrializa- 
tion; and 

vili)      training of local people In management services, marketing,  finance, 
organization of inventory control,  spare parts supply, etc. 

2.4        It la hoped that the local Government would help to establish one such unit in a 
representative rural area and based on the experience and success of the pilot projects 
la Other areas.   To achieve this objective, the assistance of UNIDO/UNDP may be 
••cured within the framework of cooperation among developing countries (CDC). 



3.   THE STRATEGY 

The economic development of many of the developing countries is linked basically 
with their agricultural development.    Recent scientific and technological advances coupl- 
ed with a coordinated extension services and new inputs promise manifold increase in 
agricultural production.    Thes» developments consequently brought a visible awakening 
and change in outlook of the farming community today to expeditious exploitation of the 
results of research and use of appropriate technology in agriculture.    Farmers are now 
looking forward to the application of ways and means to produce abundant crop easier 
and faster. 

3.r A number of factors play in boosting agricultural production and the important 
ones among them are: 

i) improved and hybrid seed«, 

ii) fertilizers and pesticide«, 

ili) package of improved practices, 

iv) irrigation and scientific management of water, 

v) improved farm machines and implements, 

vi) credit facilities and cooperatives and 

vii) organised marketing. 

While fertilizers, pesticides,  irrigation and other like inputs are important for 
raising productivity, there is an over growing need for efficient implements for 
applying the above inputs into the soil or on the crop precisely as per scientific 
recommendations to increase productivity and economise on cost of inputs and their 
application. 

3.2        Agricultural technology reckons to a wide variety of equipment,  viz. hand tool« 
animal drawn implements and machines and irrigation, crop protection, harvesting, 
threshing,  hand processing and other farm power units, the production and populariza- 
tion of which would mean the involvement of small scale industries and also larger ones 
depending upon the complexities of the basic designs.   In addition to the above,  the 
increasing sophistication in agricultural sciences may demand attention and use of im- 
plements like multi-row seed drills, fertilizer distributors, row crop planters and 
equipment for beet, sugarcane, potato processing, groundnut decoricators, seed 
treaters,  dryers, cane crushers storage and grain handling equipment etc.   In irrigated 
areas under rice production, emphasis is given to improved puddlere, rotavators, 
transplanters,  broadcasters and threshers. 

* 



3.3        Capital intenti ve assembly plant« usually confine to engines, power tillen and 
tractors where the method of production and organisation are similar to those in auto- 
mobile manufacture. The operation* associated with these unite are usually concerned 
with casting, forging and machining of the major parts,  followed by final assembly and 
distribution.   However, the technology of manufacture depends on the donor agency for 
many components.   The other major material need of the agricultural machinery and 
equipment Industries is metallurgical one.   These include various grades of steel* 
copper, plastics, long staple asbestos, alloys of different types and specifications to 
suit design requirements. 

3.4        During the past few years, changing agricultural patterns of farming has 
created a demand for industrial inputs for agriculture.    Agricultural machinery and 
Implements are an important industrial Input and offer scope for a wide range of 
technologies appropriate to the level of farm mechanisation and industrialization In the 
developing countries. Consequently the development of the Industrial sector, particularly 
the engineering and metal working sector, Including the metallurgical sector, also stand« 
to benefit to a large extent from agricultural machinery Industry. 

Like any other engineering industry, agricultural machinery manufacture in vol 
ves components of technology pertaining to; 

l) design and development 

11) metals,  metallurgy and materials for construction, 

III) forging, heat /treatment and foundry, 

Iv) automotive, 

v) electric als, 

vi) fabrication of prototypes and testing, 

vil) modification and manufacture of improved machines 

<rlll) standardisation and quality control, 

Ix) repair and maintenance services, and 

x) management services. 

3. 5        In the transfer to technology in agriculture, the factors which influence the 
decision regarding the appropriateness of a particular agricultural machinery 
and equipment are: 

I) sise offarm or holding, 

11) climatic condition, 

III) soil condition, 

IT) corpplng pattern and policy, 



i 
•)      nature of irrigation, and 

vi)     typ« of power available. 

3.5.1    Temperature variation!,  duet level, corotive environment and other climatologi - 
cal characteristic! demand special attention for protection, modification and use of 
material and design of the«e machinée, while soll condition« determine the quality of 
•oil working comparants. 

3. 5.£ The policy in respect of agricultural development, with reference to cropping 
targets, cropping pattern, dry farming, small and marginal farms, tenancy and land 
reforms will also Influence the activities of industries engaged In the manufacture of 
farm machinery and equipment. 

3.6 THe Least Deve!opmed Countries will have to take the above mentioned factors 
into cons deration before deciding upon the development of agro-englneerlng Industry or 
transferring technology from other countries.   In the countries where some RfcD Infra- 
structure by way of agricultural engineers and scientists already exist, the RfcD activi- 
ties should correlate to the country's industrial development policy,  Import of technology 
and the problems faced by the local manufacturing unit« towards production, raw 
material supply, product diversification,  design engineering,imports,  foreign exchange 
investment, quality control and standards. 

3.7 The overall commercialisation programme Includes market research, demand 
analysis, product specification,  modi Acati on In national Import policies, assistance to 
manufactures In product development and diversification, sales,   services, spare parts 
supply,  demonstration, extension, product popularisation, training, credit and financing. 
It may also Involve the establishment of national marketing organisations, dealership 
and programme to assist the farmers. 

3.8 Considerable importance Is attached to pre-investment/feasibility studies which 

I)      determine the economic feasibility, 

il)      establish practical technical viability, and 

111)      pre investment needs in terms of finances, land,  manpower etc, 

These studies also guide regarding 

i)     availability of raw materials, 

11)     assessment of the problems associated with the production of the agri. 
cultural machines, Implements and equipment best suited to the needs of the 
country, 

ill)      market evaluation to determine product demanc^and 

lv)     optimum manufacturing approach and practical concept of the project. 

3.9       Repair and maintenance activities, supported by workshops and mobile units, 
•pare parts store, qualified and skilled persons in the organisation, management and 
operation of these activities, constitute another major need. 



3.10 While considering the requirement« for industrial development of the count rie« of 
the third world, the "technology gap" among the developing countries ha« to be taken 
into account.   Accordingly these countries could be divided into three categorie« viz. 
lea«t developed, intermediate    de-eloped and the more developed. 

3.11 A number of least developed and intermediate developing countries have evinced 
Interest in establishing small and medium scale manufacturing units of improved imple- 
ment« and simple machines which could be manufactured locally.    However, the main 
problem before them is the lack of knowlege about appropriate product«, adaptation 
techniques and methods of manufacture. Therefore, there is an urge to secure the 
cooperation of other countries who have «ucce««fully acquired auch knowledge and are 
capable of transferring such technology. 



<».   MEEDS OF THE LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

During the Clinic held at New Delhi (India),  an exhibition and field demon.tr.tion 
oí v.nou. amplement, and tools was arranged and the participant, al.o got X opporci - 
ty of -eemg the workshop and the manufacturing processe, for some of th J at t„e 

machi , WerC VÌBÌt!d-    The ^rtiCi^tB accordingly identified the agricultural 
machine.,  implement, and tools,  suitable for their country. 

ThiB wa8 followed by a joint discussion and interaction individually between the 

"ÏÏ'fUU SV       'i! DarÍClPatÍn« COUntrÍ- -d UNID0 «P«t.. experts' and .^TcÍÍTi.t 
n the fleld of agr.cultural engineering and machinery.    The need, and requirements ~f 

these countries were included in the project proposal prepared by UNIDO.    Based on 
above experience a consolidated data of the needs and interest of the selected Lei. 
Developed Countries    (Bangla De.h.  Bhutan, Ethopia,  Fi,i. Laos, Lasothaf ¿it" Nepal 
Tanianu, Uganda and upper Volta) was prepared. ' Nep*1' 

The status of agriculture and agricultural equipment in the partieipatin* countrie. 
are summered in this chanter, which would form the basis c' current propos". 

4.1     Bangla Des h 

1) Population engaged in Agriculture 

2) Power used: 

3) Size of holdings 

4) Implements in use 

5) Main crop 

6) Manufacturing facilities available 

i)   Drum Metals Ltd. 

ii) Atlas Honda 

iii) Marshall 

iv) Saw Mill It Engg. Work. 

v) Machine Tool. Factory 

85% 

1. Pair of medium powered bullock« li 
buffa loe. 

2. 1 100-Power tillers 
3. 1000-Tractors 

- Very small 

- Wooden wedge plough 

- Rice 

6000 Hand sprayers 

Seed drill k Hand Hoe on order 

Paddy thresher (to order) 

Spades 

i)   2 Causee Low lift tool, and 
centrifugal pump 

ii)   YANMAR-Power Sprayer 
(Japanese) 



vi)   Rotos k Engg: * Ship 

vii)   Village Blacksmith! 

Deep well turbine pump 

Wooden ploughs and hand tools 

7) Future Production Plans • Deep well pump, Centrifugal, Sewerage, Fractions 
pump I« trolly, Rice huiler, Plough, Spades, Iron rake. Hand operated pumps. 
Rice weeder,  Seed-drill for jute and paddy, Pedal thresher, Winnower, Hand 
operated sprayer, Rice dryer. 

H) Technical know-how - available for the 4 iterrs above. 

.) Recommendations of the clinic 
i)    assistance to diversify production in agricultural machinery to machine 

tools factory. 

ii)    assistance for the strengthening design development, prototype fabrication, 
testing,  industrial liason,  etc. for animal drawn implements and hand tools. 

J0) Implements recommended 

1) Wah-Wah.   2) Bihar Junior, 3) Three tyne cultivator with seeding and fertilis- 
ing attachments,  4) Power-tilller,   5) Rotary paddy weeder,  6) Winnower, 7) 
Penal thresher,  8) Seed-drill for jute and paddy,  9) Rice weeder,   10)yPlough 
(light), 11) Spades,  and 12) Iron rake. 

4.2     Bhutan 

1) Population engaged in Agriculture 

2) i)   Holdings 

3) 

4) 

11)  Main crops 

Implements in use 

Scope 

5) Probi nu   race cid 

90% 

-barren land, virgin forests, scattered 
holding* 

-Paddy, Wheat, Mai«, 

•Animal drawn Implements like hand tools 
Ko da 11 (Hoe), wooden plough share, 
threshing by hand beating trampling. 

i) Hand and manual equipment like small 
-fjower tiller, sprayers, duster, shellers, 
etc. 

il) Power operated machinery «in flat valley, 
tractors, power threshers, etc eadel 
threshers 

-Getting spares, and existing workshop« 
not well equipped. 



e) • •«OHMMtdfttlOBt OÍ Clinic 

4.3 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

S) 

•) 

n 

i) a central workshop 
11) prototyp« production and popularisation 

and 
ili) manufacture oí components 

Population engagsd in Agricultura 

Average sis« oí holdings 

Implements in use 

Main Crops 

Organisations tngaged in a 
agricultural implements 
ostensión 

•T* 

S hectares 

i)   hand and animal powered tools (primitive 
types) 

ii)   tractors and power operated equipment 
Hi)   teed fertiliser technology being intensi- 

fied 
Cotton, S ugercane. Coffee 

1) Chllalo Agri. Dav. Unit 

2) Wo lamo Agri. De v. Unit 

S)  ADA Agri.  Dp v. Unit 

4)  Ministry oí Community Development 
(produce implements at AW AMA) 

1) Mould board ploughs 

2) spike tooth narrows 

3) OX carts 

4) Threshers 

Recommençai*' ni <>i Clinic 

1. Design and development centre 

2. Repair centrée at selected rural centres 

3. Training 

4. Implementa:    Thresher, ITE, Tool oar with tools sprayere aad dusters. 
Bio gas plants 

Manufacturing Items 

Bund farmers, rldgers and disc harrow 

*«4 xyi 
»einfell High ISO«, Med, 1*0«. law -4*-M' 

10 



2) Mala Crop« 

1) 

4) 

Power 

Tractor« 

- 1.   Sugarcan« on Western «id« 

2. Copra 

3. Other«  -Man«, Cassava, Banana«, 
Cocoa   Citrua, Rice 

Manual, Cattle,   Hor«« 

250 (1973) 

Proposai for manufactura of Animal drawn implements - ploughs,  harrow, 
carts, rice cultivators, water pumps, prenant sheller«, chaff-cutters, 
ridgcrs, tiller«, hand tool«. 

S) Recommendation of the clinic 

Propali for manufacture 
i)  technical centre« in BA for Agricultural implementa 

ii)  implements-seed drill« fc planter« 
ill)  training faciliti«« 

4,5     Lao« 

1) Total area 

2) Arable land 

3) Population 

4) Density 

1) Implement« in u«e 

6) Faciliti«« available 

7) Recommendation« of the clinic 

236,000 km« 

7% 

3 million 

13 km 

Sickle«,   apades produced by blacksmiths 

\V UNIDO Expert 

ii)   Power prestes (Japanese assistance) 

1. Infrastructure -Strengthening of 
existing prototypes production, design 
and development of new implement«. 

2. Spare part« manufacture 

3. Implements recommended-wheel hoe 
with attachments,  seed drills, dusters, 
single hsmdhoe, three tyne hoe, soil 
scope,   levelling blade» light mouldbiard 
plouga and bio-gas plant« 

4. Exteneion of foundry 

5. Training 

11 



4.6     i esotho 

1 ) Zonal 

2) 

3) 

4) 

S) 

b) 

7) 

Cultivated arc« 

Farm household« 

Ave;age holding siEe 

Main crop« 

Implementa in uae 

Rrqi IT «mente 

Recommendation« of clinic 

4-7 Haiti 

1 Population 

2 Topography 

3 Holding ili« 

4 Implement« in uae 

Low land« -5000-6000 ' 
root hita -60OO-70001 

Mountain «one    -abova 7000' 

9,00,000 hectare« 

1,87,421 

2-5 hectare« 

Maiae. Sorghum, Wheat 

Plough, Harrow, Plantara, Cultivator a 
Yoke«, aledgea. Over 60% in working 
condition 

1. Threshers and «heller« 

2. Walking tractor« 

3. New Implementa and tool-bar. 

1. Infrastructure 
i) Training facilitiee 

li) Strengthening tractor service 
centre for repair and maintenance 

iil) Pilot workehope for design 
development» prototype« fabrica- 
tion,  apare« parta manufacture, 
etc. 

2. Implement« 
i)   Multi row wheat drill 

ii)   6 diac-harrow 
iil)   Powertlllera 
iv)   Power threaher« . wheat and 

paddy 

5 million 

mountain oua 

1 hectare 

Small hand - hoee 

12 
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R«c«tam«ndatlonsof the clinic 

4.t Nini 

1 Population 

2. Total arca 

3 Agricultural arsa 

4 Sta« of holding• in mountain oui 

5 Main Crop 

6 Impiantenti in uee 

7. Manufacture 

Implamanta manufacturad 

1. Workahop faclllttaa for doeign 
davalopmant, prototype «valuation, 
repair and maintenance 

2. Training facilitiea 

3. Implementa 
Plough* harrowe, cultivatora, 
levellere,  etorage bina, pfeaat 
protection device vahellera for 
malee and biogas plant 

12 million (in agriculture - 937«) 

13 m. ha. 

1.82 mha. 

area 0.5 ha.  Tarai  region 1.2 ha. 

Wheat 

1) Indlgenoua hand toola-Wooden 
plough, levelling plank*, yoke, 
hoea, khurpia, elcklee 

il)        Improved implementa: plough, 
harr owe, threahera 

iil) Mechanised cultivation- 2000 
tractor (1975) 

1.        Agri Toóla Factory - Blrganj 
(pr oc easing capacity - 100 tona of 
ateel and 150 tona of caetlnga) 

Í1973-74) 
Malbourd plough (2392),Padal thresher 
(195),Hoes (8214),Garden rakea (1928), 
Shovels (4920),Wheel barrow (540), 
Tractor trailers (79) 

8. Recommendation of the Clinic 1. 

2. 
3. 

13 

A eat stance to Blrganj factory to 
produce new producta like thresh»! 
pumpa etc. 
Strengthening of RIcD facilitiea 
Power wheat thresher 
(UT 90), Tractor Draw 
Implements, Diac 
narrow cultivator. 
Power sprayer centri- 
fugal pumps. 



4.9 y mil 

1 Agricultor« 

2. Hatalag« 

3 Itela Crape 

4. Maaaarak 

ftae« léattaaa af the citate 

«io VittrYttti 

1 Irrigatiea by 3 river« and S lakaa 

2. Papalatlaa 

3- VtUagaa 

4. Mata «rapa 

Main industry 

Small holding« with 80% engaged ta 
agricultura. 

Malia, Groundnut,  ml Ile ti 

Daptt.  of Ag. Engineering, Markerera 
University, Kampala 

Machin ~» developed: 

Small tractor,gra«s »lasher«, tractor 
•prayer«,hand thraeher, winnower«, 
plough waeder. 

1. One factory produca« hoe« 

2. Another factory produce« 
Jaggery mill, «hovel«, pickaaa« 
and tool frame 

3. 30 Cooperative workshop« produc- 
ing Ox plough, Ox-eeed r«, Ox- 
cart«, coffee pulper«, «heller«, 
planter, etc. 

1. Strengthening of existing work«hop 
facilities 

2. Strenthenlng RfcDfcF and proto- 
type production- repart« aad 
maintenance. 

3. Implement«: 
SFD Knapsack «prayer«, rotary 
dusters, paddy tire«her and 
winnower«, G.N. decorticator«, 
•heller«. 

6 million 

7000 

Peanut«, rie«, millet«, sorghum, 
cotton and mai««. 
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Impíamente IB as« 

6. UNDP programme 

Recommendations of the Clinic 

Imported animal ploughs and power 
driven cultivator! 

Training and development of rural 
handicrafts 

1. Pilot workshop for R k F fc E. 
Protoype product; 

2. Implements 

shellers,  thresher sprayers,  hand 
pumps, animal ploughs,  shovels, pick 
axes, etc. 

4.11 

List of Implements selected by the Republic of Tansania during the International 
Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing Development Clinic held in October 1974 in 
New Delhi, India. 

1)   Power wheat thresher 
II)  Seed-cum•fertiliser drill ¿IARI type) 

lit)  Tool bar (Krishi Seva) 
lv)  Mould board plough (LARI type) 
v) Sprayers (manually operated) 
vl)  Dusters (manually operated) 

vit)  Bund formers 
vili)  Bio-gas plant 

Is)  Disc harrow 
x) RIdgerplough 
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5.   INDIA'S COMPETENCE 

India, with an area of about 140 mha under cultivation hai a wide variety of 
climate,   soils and crops.  The climate varies from uniform temperate climate of South 
India to the hot summer and very cold wintry weather of North India.    Rainfall also 
varie« widely with South Weit and North East part of the c ountrv getting a very hetvy 
precipitation with medium rainfall In the Gangetic plains and eastern coastal areas. 
However,over 70 percent of area falls under low rainfall and droughty conditions with 
low agricultural productivity. 

5.1 Spila 

Soils fall under 4 different classes: 

i!      Gangetic aluvium, 

ii)      Black soil, 

iii)      Red soil,  and 

iv)      laterite». 

Each of these have their own physical properties and their characteristics have 
a direct bearing on the efficient working of agricultural implements. 

5.2 Crops 

Crops raised fall under the principal categories like cereals,  pulses,  oilseeds, 
fibres,   s picea and vegetables.    The package of practices required for each crop under 
each of these categories also vary and this brings in the imperative need for designing 
multi-crop machines which can economically fit into the cropping system throughout the 
year. 

5. 3      Water management 

Of the total cultivated area of about 1 40 million hactare,   about 30% is under 
irrigation, and efforts are bemp made to raise 2-3 crops in such areas.    Water manage- 
ment becomes extremely important and increasing irrigation efficiency means use of 
efficient improved implements for special preparation operations. 

3. 4      SUe of holdings 

The size of holdings are also small with an average of 2 ha.    The distribution of 
holdings and the percentage area covered under each ia shown in statement below: 
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Area of folding 
in »crea. 

(2.7 acres* 1 hectare) 

p-1 

1 - 5 

5-12. 5 

12.  5 -25 

25 - SO 

Over -50 

Number in 
1000's 

8696 

22624 

12614 

4538 

1772 

521 

Total 50,765 

Percentage to 
total holding! 

Percentage to 
Total area 

17.2 1.3 

44.5 17. 9 

24.8 29.0 

8.9 22.2 

3.5 17.3 

1.1 12.3 

100 100 

5  5    Animal power 

Power for agricultural operations is provided by animal power to a large extent 
and by humana in »mall holding». Animal iUe< vary.  Haryana,  Punjab, A„dhra Pradeah 
and Tamil Nadu have good animal, and the imaller ones in eastern strtet have low draft 
capacity. 

5. 6     Timely operation 

Agricultura   unlike many other enterprises i. governed by critical période    and 
haa to conetantly fuae the vagariee of weather.   It is necessary to ,ow crop, in time 
when soil conditions *oil moisture and temperature* »re favorable.    Operations should 
b. cçmple^d within a limited time before expecteé or unexpected rainfaUs. and crop, 
should be harvested when they are in physiologically matur   conditions.    Several such 
problems confront the agriculturist..    Ih us the problem consists of doing the right 
operation at nght time, and cooperating with nature for maximum benefit..    A universal 
implement like the wooden wedge plough passed on to us from time immorial can not 
profitably or economically do all that a farmer wi.hes to do in the limited time available, 
ihereiore.   to increase production,   more efficient work could be done which can be 
accomplished by the implements which are specially designed for each operation. 

5.7     ^ The above background clearly brings out the challenging role of agricultural 
engineers engaged in the development of farm implements and machinery in India.   In the 
last 10 to 15 years, planners and administrators realisin    the importance of implement, 
and other engineering aspects, have provided for development of capability and competence 
in the different aspect, of agricultural engineering such as research, manufacture, exten- 
sion and education. 

5» *      Research and development 

During the Third plan, government of India sanctioned the eatabliahment of seven- 
teen research and teating centres one for each principal state of the country.   The aim 
of these centres are: 
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i) to test improved implements available in different states and manufactured 
under different soil and agro-climatic conditions and to modify the same if 
necessary, 

ii)      to test imported prototypes as and when they were available, 

iii)      to design new implements for operation for which there was no suitable 
implements, and 

iv)      to popularise those implements found suitable. 

5. 8. 1    A standard pattern of staff with a research engineer and an assistant research 
engineer supported by a complement of engineers,  craftsmen and other administrative 
staff were sanctioned.    Appropriate provision for workshop buildings with machinery, 
laboratory and field testing instruments were also provided for each   centre.    Standard 
test proformas were finalised and adopted at different centres which are now being stan- 
dardized by the Indian Standards Institution (ISI).    The entire work is being coordinated 
by ADG (Engineering) at the Indian Council of Agriculture Research (ICAR) Head quarters, 
New Delhi, and each project comes under a project coordinator,  located at one of the 
oprating centres. 

5.8! 2   Since the establishment of Agricultural Engineering Colleges In Agriculture 
Universities, these centres were merged with those colleges for more effective RltD 
operations. 

5.8. 3    A variety of implements were tested and approved and also a large number of 
new implements were evolved, and released for manufacture and popular i sat i on. 

After an implement is successfully developed by the re«earch engineers,  a few 
prototypes are made for independent evaluation and trials, preferably in batches to 
that each succeeding batch can incorporate the -suggestions made in the evaluation of 
the proceeding batch.  These are got fabricated and manufactured by the local small 
•cale industrial units. 

5. 9   Extension 

Besides prototype; evaluation, which are done under actual farming cond tions in 
private farms, a large number of national demonstrations and operational research 
schemes,  have also been laid in every state where improved implements are being 
demonstrated to farmers.    Besides, these agricultural extension officers with the help 
of village level workers also conduct such demonstrations in their respective block areas. 

510   Manufacture 

Large scale manufacture of agricultural implements is done by both Govern- 
ment factories owned by either Government or by Agro Industries Corporation. Such 
units are located at Lucknow, Jaipur, Trlchy,  Bhubaneswar.   Other ones is privately 
owned small scale manufacturers and they number over 100. Power operated equip- 
ment requiring high capital investiment such as tractors, power tillers, engines are 
being produced in heavy industrial units. Less complex implements and machines are 
made at State level by several private small scale production units.   For manufactur- 
ing very simple hand tools like sickles,   Khurpi etc. , a number of fabrications have 
been approved by different State Governments.   Thus adequate production capacities 
have been developed in India for the manufacture of farm implements. 
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S. 11   »ducati on 

Training to farmers and entrepreneur! are prowt&ed at the Tractor Training 
Centrée located at Budhnt andHissar.  Six months course on operation and servicing 
of agri-machinery are provided at theae Centres.    Manufacturers of tractor have their 
own servicing schoola,  for giving training on their own producta.  There are a number of 
industrial training Institutions which give training to craftsmen in industrial manufacture 
ing operations, auch aa turning, welding,  etc. 

5.11. 1 Degree couree« In agricultural engineering are being given In the Agricultural 
Btgineerlng Collegee and In Agriculture Univeraltiea at Pantnagar,  Ludhiana, Jabalpore, 
Bhuvaneshwar, Rahurl, Akola, Udaipur, Coimbatore and Indlab Institute of Technology, 
Kharagpur,  diploma course in agriculture engineering is available at the Agricultural 
engineering Institute,  Ralchur. 

5.11.2 Training facilities of any kind can,  therefore, be made available in any of the 
above Institutions and also in various engineering workshops manufacturing agricultural 
equipment. 

It would be possible for India to make available the required expertise la any of 
the specialisation concerned with farm machinery and engineering. 

513   Standardisation 

Agricultural machinery Industry has been rapidly growing in India.  With a wide 
variety of implement« being produced, standardisation has assumed considerable Impor- 
tance and with the help of the expertise available in the country Indian Standards Institu- 
tion (IS) has taken up the standardisation of implements,  their components and also the 
testing methods and proformae.   The following stendardo have been publia bed: 

1. General 2 

2. Tillage and Inter-cultivation 30 

3. Seeding and fertilising 10 

4. Peat control equipment 13 

5. Pumpa 2 

6. Harveattng and threehtng 7 

7. Proceeelng and handling o 

I. Horticultural equipment 11 

9      Agricultural Tractora and other 
prime movere. 14 

5.13.1 It would thua be posaible for the country to assist the least developed 
countries with the Indian standards k specifications and also In the formulation of their 
own standard specifications at a later stage after the Initial phase of Research, 
Development and Training (R It D It T).*re completed. 
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6.   AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND TOOLS SUITABLE FOR LDCs 

Crop production comprises of the following important basic operations -U1 the 
world over: 

1) Seed bed preparation, 

2) Sowing and fértil zing, 

3) Interculture, 

4) Sprinkler  irrigation 

5) Plant protection and Seed treatment, 

6) Harvesting and threshing, 

7) Processing,  and 

Agricultural implements and machinery are produced in different sizes for the 
above operations having d fièrent outputs and an appropriât» choice of the set of imple- 
ments required will have to  be made,   giv ng careful considerations to the crop,   soil, 
sise of holding and the source of motive power available.    From a review of the 
agricultural situations in different developing and least developed countries as presented 
at the Farm Machinery Clinic held in 1 974 and discussed elsewhere in this report,   these 
factors are more or less akin to what they are in India and therefore,  the Indian imple- 
ments to a large extent may prove useful to many uf the countries, now included under 
this project.    Hence a brief description of such implements available in India ar > given 
below to facilitate selection to meet individual country's requirements,   by their experts. 

6.1     Seedbed implements 

A number of them are available for primary tillage and secondary tillage. With 
an appropriate set, the time and cost for seed beed preparation can be reduced to 30-40 
percent. 

6.1.1    Mould board plough 

It is used as a primary tillage   tool to cut a n»at furrow of soil to predetermined 
depths, and invert the same along wi.h the surface vegetal cover.    The inversion and 
coverage would depend upon the curvature of mouldbard.    It helps to destroy weeds and 
leaves the soil surface cloddy for better absorption of water aid air. 
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There »re two main types i) long beam type, and ii) short beam type.   In the cat* 
of former, the beam ia tied on to the animal yoke directly,  whereas in the latter the 
devia éf the plough ia tied to the animal yoke through a long r >pe   or chain.    Theee are 
Biade in different sizes to give varying depths 7-25 cms and width 10-30 cms.    The 
appropriate size required for an area would depend upon the size of animal available. 

The mouldboard is made of mild steel or cast iron.  Share is of high carbon 1. 
steel.    The frog is made of cast iron.  Beam is of sal wood.  These ploughs give an out- 
turn varying from 0. 3-0. 4 ha/8 hours depending upon the width of cut. 

Maintenance ia simple.   As bolts and nuts are standardized, only a set of two 
spanners would be enough.    The advantage of using a good mouldboard plough ia that it 
give« a good neat cut of required depth and ploughing becomes an once-over operation. 

6.1.2.   Three-type cultivator 

This is a simple and useful secondary tillage tool for breaking the clods left after 
plouging,  atirring the soil and removing the drv weeds.    It can be used as an inter- 
cultural tool, between lines of a crop till it grows to some height.    It can also be fitted 
with a seeding and fertilizing funnel attachment for sowing and fertilizing.    The tubing 
has an Internal diameter of 2. 5-3. 5 cms.    Rate of seeding is controlled by hand.    The 
width of cut is 60-70 cms.    Without beam its weight is about 15 kgs. 

The frame the handle and the tyne standards are of mild steel Reversible high 
carbon steel shovels are fitted on the standards.   Shovels and tynes can be made to 
different specification« to obtain d fièrent kinds of soil surface.    Adjustment for depth 
has been provided at the clevis with different holes for yoking to different animal heights. 

About a hectare can be covered with it. 

6.1.3 Expanding cultivator 

tk,      i/£l'*\a Shal
L
loW workin8 implement suitable for a pair of animals.    Ther- are 

three M.S.  flat, each containing 2 shovels.    The angle, of the side flat» carrying thî 
shovel, can be changed by a simple adjusting lever so a. to get different woríin¡ width. 

ta"^¿¿Tiï;, :r; ¿riLs a crironwheei at the £ront which ^-.«^* 
•Ld. ¿ Ah e     r   T° ^ *      * CleVÍB ÍOr y0king the anim*l».    The shovel, are made of high carbon steel and all other parts are of mild steel. 

It has a coverage of about 2 ha. a day. 

6.1.4 Triangular harrow 

It is a light working implem-nt and produces a fine soil structure.   It can also 
remove weed, from the fields. 

It consists of a triangular frame made of three hard wood pieces of 54»x3"«2 
Two ero., piece, are also provided.    To this frame are fixed rigidly several sham ' 
•teel peg. starting with one tyne at front and with 2, 5 and 7 numner." in the nexÍ thr'.. 

• A day-mean A day of 8 working hour.. 
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row«, staggered for effectiv-s stirring.    There is a yoking hook at the front and it can be 
worked by a normal pair of animals. 

It hag an out-turn of 2 ha. and a day. 

6.1.5    Patela 

This is a useful tillage tool which collects dry weeds lying on surface of «oil, 
breaks the clods and the land fit for sowing. 

It consists of a hardwood plank (Sal) of about 250 cms x 40 cms x 5 cm«.    The 
length can be varied to suit animal power available and a 125 cms 4 length would be 
suitable for a single bullock yoke and is suitable for hill areas.   At the front there are 
two hooks for hitch ropes.    At the rear is the tyne plate.    Two sises of tynes are 
alternatively welded on to the M.S. plate which is then firmly fitted on to the main 
plank.    In the fixed type, the tyne flat is firmly bolted on to the rear of plank.    In the 
second adjustable type a rack and lever arrangement facilitates the lifting of the tynes, 
as and when necessary to free the weeds.    It has a coverage of about 4 ha. a dey. 

6.1. 6    Disc'harrow 

This is a useful tillage implement used for preparing a seedbed.   In light soils 
however this can be used even for primary tillage.    The bullock drawn models normally 
have 6 discs, 3 on either side. Discs are of high carbon steel though mild steel with 
hardened edges can also be used.   The discs are 30, 35 and 40 cms in diameter. The 
disc shafts 2 in numbers are fitted on to a sturdy mild steel frame in such a way that 
the angle of gauge can be increased or decreased,  for getting Increased or decreased 
depths respectively.    A gang angling mechanism is provided for thlp prupos«. The disc 
are spaced uniformly and a cast iron spacer is provided between each of them. Bean is 
of sal wood. A seat is provided for plowman to sit on. A set of 2 transport wheels is 
provided which will be at the top when the implement is in working position.   When 
the Implements Is turned over to the transport, wheels rest an ground.   Disc shafts are 
mounted In ball bearings or bronze or cast Iron bush bearings In well protected hous- 
ings. 

It can cover 2 ha.- a day. 

6.1. 7    Bund former 

Either to retain rain water, or to reduce erosion or to achieve uniform Irrigation, 
fields are provided with temporary small bunds (levers) to form square check-basins. 
Construct ng the same manually is a ver y time consuming operation.   Bullock-drawn bund 
former is a useful implement for constructing such bunds. 

The Implement consists of two divergent soil gathering boards made of mild 
steel plates of 1.5-2 mm thickness.   These are connected to the front fixing U-brackets 
fixed to the beam and to handle support at the rear.    Based on the sise of bunds to be 
formed, these are made in 3 sizes 22. 5 cms, 22. 5-30 cms-and over 30 cms and above 
suitable for different sizes of animals.    The forming blades are bent at the bottom edge 
for effective gathering. 

It can cover about 2-3 ha. a day on an average, depending upon the stse of 
check-basins. 
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6.1.1   Ri«kT 

This It similar to a mouldboard plough, but there are two mouldboards on either 
fid« with the result the soil is formed iato well-defined ridge for sugarcane or potato 
cultivation.    The trough of the ridges can also be used for distribution of water for irriga- 
tion.    The share is of high carbon ste~l,  the mouldboards of steel and the body of cast 
Iron.    Two mild steel handles are provided for guiding in the field.    A cast iron wheel 
provided at front end of the short beam gives stability in operation to the implement.    The 
distance between the moldboards is adjustable from 

distance between the moldboatrds is adjustable from (30-60 cms).   It can cover about 1.5 
h», a day. 

6.1.9 Wheel hoe 

This is a manually operated implement used for weeding between rows of plants. 
The wheel fixed in a frame made of cast iron helps to maintain the uniformity of cut and 
also stability of operation.    To the frame different kinds of shovels and tynes or blades 
can be fixed.    The total weight of this is about ]2 kg8.    It is a very useful implement for 
hilly areas. 

6.1.10 Leveller 

Particularly in irrigated agriculture for uniform flow of water, the land has to 
be properly levelled.    The leveller is a very useful implement for this.    There are two 
planks; the rear back one is a riding plate while the  front one is the cutting plate.    At the 
requires of the cutting plate an L shaped pipe is firmly fixed and by raising and lowering 
this handle the cutting angle can be changed.    Use of this implement on the field leaves 
the surface level.    This requires a pair of bullocks. 

6.1.11 Weltand Puddler 

This is a bullock-drawn implement used for puddling the soil for transplanting 
paddy.    It has a mild-steel frame, at the Centre which is fixed over a mild steel axle. 
The axle carries a number of sleeves to which are fitted a set of 3 or 4 angular blades. 
It has a working width of 60-70 cms.    It is drawn by a pair of animals on the field plough- 
ed and applied with standing water.    The angular blades as they revolve, churn the soil 
and leaves the same level.    A seat is provided for the worker.    It canon an average cm 
1. 5-2 ha per day. 

6.1.12 Disc-Trampler 

In rice cultivation, green manure applied on the puddled surface has to be pressed 
into the soil.    This is accomplished by the use of a disc-trampler.    The trampler  has a fr 
frame fitted with a draft beam.    To the Centre of the frame a mild steel axle is fitted. 
This axle carries   3 or 4 discs.   A seat is provided for the worker.    As it is moved over 
the field,  the green manure is pressed into the puddle.    It has an outturn of 1.5-2 ha/day. 

6. 2     Sowing devices 

Tfcese are used to drill different seeds at specified spacings in line and rows,  with 
some precision in the prepared seed-bed. 
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6.2. )   Multi-row drills require a pair of animali whereas some single row drills CM 

be operated manually.   Multi-row drills consists of a seed box which is fitted our the aaie, 
by means of brackets.    Seed-metering mechanism are of different types-fluted roller, 
circular plate type, flat plat« type, cup feed, and internal force feed.   Fluted roller has 
proved to be the most efficient.   Metered seeds fall through transparent plastic tubes iato 
the furrows opened by furrow openers.   These are of different designs like knife, boot 
shovel disc,  etc.   Their spacing can be adjusted.   The drill frame is mounted on two 
wheels and drive to the seed-metering-shaft is taken from the wheel shaft, through a 
clutch mechanism.   Covering arrangements are also provided to cover the seeds.   A 
threerow machine has an outturn of 1. 5 ha/a day. 

6.2.2 In the combined seed cum-fertiliser drill, a separate box has been provided for 
fertiliser, with a separate set of tubes.   Furrow openers ma y be separated or combined 
depending upon where fertiliser is to be placed in relation to seed.    When they are 
separate, the sise of the drill normally should be two rowe for bullocks.   In cas« of 
combined furrow opener, the machine can have three rows.    To mainte in uniform flow, 
fertiliser should be absolutely dry. 

In certain designs, the three row seeding attachment le a separate unit which 
can be fitted on to a local wooden wedge plough. 

6.2.3 In single-row models, the matering devise is operated through s single wheel. 
This is mostly for seed only though in one or two units, provision has also been made 
for fertiliser.    Coverage with a single row machine is about 1 ha. a day. 

6.2.4   Some of the useful machines recommended for study under the project are: 

1) 3-row multi grain drill, IARI, New Delhi. 

2) 3-row Maharashtra Toka Yantra, Maharashtra. 

3) J-row seed cum fertiliser drill, Haryana Agros, Hissar. 

4) 3-row seeding attachment for wooden plough, IARI, New Delhi. 

5) 4-row mechanical Drill, Coimbatore. 

6) Single-row drill.   American Springs and Pressing Works. 

7) 3 tyne cultivator with seed and fert-funnels, Cossul and Co., Kan pur. 

8) Cup feed drill-Rajendranagar. 

6.3    Intercultural toóle 

* 'I   P»ddY wffdsr 

It has two drums.   Each drum has rows of prongs, fixed on the periphery.   At 
the front is a float plate.   The frame is firmly fixed to two handles.    By moving this 
backward and forward «11 weeds can be removed in wet lands.    This is a manually 
operated implement and can cover about 0.2 ha a day. 
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6.3.2   Rake-cum-blade we e der (CRRI) 

This il a combination type with rake on one tide and the blade at the other.    The 
position of the handle* can be adjusted to that either rake or blade come« iato working 
position.    Rake is used under wet land conditions while blade under dry conditions.   It 
covers about 0. 2 ha a day. 

6. 3. 3   Star »wieder 

This is also similar to the first one but a number of star shaped discs are pro- 
vided f> r weedin  . 

6.3   4    V. Kee i hoe 

* heel hio i    a very effective tool for inter-row weeding operations.    The frame 
is fixed to the .heel axle.    At the other end , it is fixed to a pair of handles.    The 
frame hat to take in different kinds of soil working tools.   It has greater stability for 
work and higher output of about 0.3 ha a day. 

Approximate cost estimate of Standard set of Sprinkler Irrigation Equipment for 
covering 2 hectar square plot 

Mainline 

10 nos.  - 75 mm nom dia x 6 metre long Aluminium pipes 

10 nos .  - 75 mm dia Mainline Coupler ) 
1 no.  - 75 mm dia Screwed Coupler ) 
1 no.  - 75 mm x 90° Bend ) 
1 no.  - 75 mm x 50 mm Reducer Coupler ) 

Sprinkler Line 

10 nos.  - 50 mm nom dia x 6 metre long Aluminium Pipes 

5 nos.  - 50 mm Mainline Coupler 
5 nos.  - 50 mm Sprinkler Coupler 
5 nos.  - Sprinklers Model 100 BST withNoazle 

sise 3/16" x l/8"NoMle 
5 nos. - 3/4" x 36" Riaer Pipe with Tripod 
5 nos. - Ball Joint Riser Coupler 
1 no.  - 50 mm End Stop 

Total cost F.O.B. Calcutta (Indian Currency) 

Total cost F.O.B. Calcutta (U.S. Dollars) 

Rs.933.00 

Rs.567.00 

Rs.624.00 

Rs. 1. 193.00 

Rs. 3. 317.00 

 ¿UlLii. 
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6,4       Sprinkler-irrigation 

Water ia the key to plant growth.    The best seeds, cultivation, fertilisers 
and plant protection will be wasted if water is not available in sufficient quantity and 
at the right time.    This can only be assured by irrigation and for maximum yield and 
profitability the most effective and efficient method of irrigation must be used.    This 
is sprinkler irrigation.. 

Sprinklers conserve water and irrigate much more land.    With the usual surface 
irrigation methods more than half of the water is wasted through seepag« in channels, 
over-irrigation and seepage below the roots,   by evaporation and by drainage off the 
field.   With a sprinkler system the crop gets a life-giving rain.    Practically all the water 
is saved and as a result at least 50% more land can be irrigated.    In fact in most case* 
the area that can be irrigated is doubled and even trebled.    Apart from this even un- 
dulating lands and hilly areas can be irrigated efficiently and effectively with sprinkler 
irrigation system.    Thus not only the land levelling cost is saved,  but also the top fertile 
•oil is used for cultivation.    The installation of sprinkler irrigation system very often 
coasts much less than the total expenditure on land levelling.    Through the sprinkler 
system,   solution of chemical fertilizers can also be applied over the crop which not 
only saves labour,  but also saves fertilizer upto 40%.   It has been observed that the 
growth of the crop is better when fertilizer is applied through the sprinkler system. 

6. 4.1    Super duty pipes 

The portable pipes that carry the water are made from tough corrosion résistai« 
aluminium alloy (similar to that used in aircraft construction) in sizes 5. 7,  10,   12 and 
15 cms.  (outside diameters).    These pipes are so light and easy to carry that very 
little labour is required and acts almost as automatic irrigation. 

Performance Specification of Standard set of Sprinkler 
Irrigation Equipment to cover 2 hectare square plot.— 

Area to be irrigated 

Application and cycle 

Hours of operation per day 

No.  of sprinklers 

Diacharge per sprinkler 

System capacity 

Application rate 

Sprinkler spacing 

Sprinkler Operation Pressure 

Pressure loss (friction loss) in 
Maniline and Sprinkler Line 

Pumps et Duty 

Time required for one application 

Area covered by one application 

2 hectare 

2" net rain in every 12 days 

10 hours per day 

5 Nos. 

6. 3 gpm. 

31.5 gpm 

. 44" per hour 

40' x 40' (12 Mtr x 12 Mtr) 

27 psi 

11.54 

31.5 gpm at 89 ft head 

5 hours (2 applications per day) 

0. 08 hectare (I. e.  0.16 ha. per day) 
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The pipe« are instantly coupled or uncoupled by t special coupler.    The couplers 
are very flexible eo that pipes can be laid over rough land.   Sealing of the coupler 
agaiait water leakage ia automatic aa aoon as the pump develops pressure.    When the 
pump ia «topped the pipea drain automatically ao that they ire immediately ready for 
proving to a new position.    No tool or skill is required to couple the  pipes.    The couplers 
are designed to take a total angularity of 22 degree which is sufficient to lay the pipes 
even on hills. 

The continuous and automatic operation of the  sprinklers is the secret of profita- 
ble sprinkler irrigation.    The sprinklers dif tribute water evenly,   slowly and automatical- 
ly and they last for years.    They are made only from brass,  stainless steel and other 
strong metals and can not rust.   Special rubber and plastic seals at the top and bottom of 
the bearing exclude dirts and keep the sprinklers turning smoothly-     The sealed bearing 
resists wear and the seals can be easily and in-expensively replaced after giving long 
service. 

6. 4.2   Perfo spray irrigation 

This ia another type of sprinkler irrigation system,  but it does not have sprin- 
klers.   In this system the same aluminium pipes and couplings are used,  but instead 
of using sprinklers performations are made on the aluminium pipes  in a particular 
pattern and when water is flown through the  pipes with some pressure the water starts 
com in e, out of the perforations like gentle rain.    The rain in this system is very uni- 
form and it applies water at the rate of approximately 0. 5" per hour.    This system 
is moat suitable for amali vegetable fields,  gardens.and lawns and other short crops. 
The moat important advantage of this system is that it works on low pressure (between 
10 to 20 psi aa well. 

6. 4.3   Gated pipe system 

This system of irrigation comes under the category of flow irrigation, but this 
is the most efficient system among all other now irrigation systems.    Here also 
portable aluminium pipes and quick action simple couplings are used and each pipe 
has holes of nearly 1.5" diameter.    Over these holes plaatic gates are fitted which 
can alide backward and forward and thus can completely close the hole or open it as per 
requirement. 

The water flow thus is regulated by these gates.   In this a y te m there are no 
channel losses and water is applied exactly in the field where it is required.    This 
does not need any extra energy for creating pressure in water flow.    This system can 
be directly used with the lift pump installed on the tubewell, well,  river or the lake. 
This system being extremely portable comes out to be cheaper than any other pipeline 
Irrigation and irrigates nearly 20% to 30% more land with the same quantity of water. 
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6.4.4    Per tor mance specification of standard set of sprinkler Irrigation equipment 
to cover 2 hectare square plot  

Ar< a tr> be i'H-iatcd 

Application and cycle 

Hours of operation per day 

No. oí sprinklers 

Discharge per sprinkler 

System capacity 

Application rate 

Sprinkler spacing 

Sprinkler Operation Pressure 

Pressure loss (friction loss) in Manillne 
and Sprinkler Line 

Pumpset Duty 

Time required for one application 

Area covered by one application 

2 hectare 

2" net rain in every 12 days 

10 hours per day 

5 Nos. 

6. 3 gpm. 

31.5 gpm 

.44" per hour 

40' x 40' (12 Mtr x 12 Mtr) 

27 psl 

11.54 

31.5 gpm at 89 ft head 

5 hours (2 application per day) 

0.08 hectare (i.e. 0. 16 ha. per day) 
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6.4.5    Approximate cost estimate of standard set of sprinkler Irrigation equipment 
for covering 2 hectare square plot        

Maini ine 

10 nos.  - 75 mm nom dia x 6 metre long Aluminium pipes Rg.     933.00 

10 nos.  - 75 mm dia Mainline Coupler ) 
1 no.  - 75 mm dia Screwed Coupler ) R,       567.00 
1 no.  - 75 mm x 90° Bend ) 
1 no.  - 75 mm x 50 mm Reducer Coupler ) 

Sprinkler Line 

10 nos. - 50 mm nom dia x 6 metre long Aluminium Pipes R».     624.00 

5 nos.  - 50 mm Mainline Coupler 
5 nos.  - 50 mm Sprinkler Coupler 
5 nos.  - Sprinklers Model 100 BST with Nozzle 

size 3/16" x 1/8" Nozzle 
5 nos. - 3/4" x 36" Riser Pipe with Tripod 
5 nos. - Ball Joint Riser Coupler 
1 no. - 50 mm End Stop 

Rs.l, 193.00 

Total cost F.O.B. Calcutta (Indian Currency) Rs. 3.TnTOlT 

Total cost F.O.B.   Calcutta (U.S. Dollars) 

6.5.      Sprayers and dusters 

The basic aim of spraying is to apply a thin film of the chemical uniformly over 
the foliages and with sufficient force to cover as large an area of the plant as possible. 
The equipment should, therefore, develop the pressure necessary on the chemical fluid 
and then force the same forward through the hose and then deliver the same through the 
nozzle, m the form of a spray on the crops.    Some sprayers are carried by the man at 
the shoulder or on the back and spraying is done as he moves on the field.    In others 
the machine is set at a required spot and then spraying is effected by moving the hose 
and the lance over the field all rocnd the machine. 
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I-vid compression kn%p sack sprayer 

This manually operated type is made in varying sizes from 6 to 18 litres 
-   giving 4 to 10 kgs suitable for different sizes of holdings.    The smaller ones are 

.»h-.ui-iT mo  nted while the bigger ones are back mounted.    It has a cylinderical pres- 
sa: .   ,i K, -au.de of either  stainless or galvanished steel or brass or aluminium alloy 
she;..:.* >8• ¿C gauge.    These are capable of withstanding high pressures.    Pressure 
gauge is aise provided on them.    An opening is provided for filling the liquid.    At the 
centre is an opening to which is screwed an air pump.   After filling the tank to about 
thr  e fourths; height with the fluid and by working the handle up and down, air is forced 
inside a ul pressure develops.    The outlet fitted with a valve is at the bottom or to the 
top, t.   Vaie h a sh'--t pressure hose is connected.    The other end of the hose has a 
brass .ance fitted with trigger valve and the spray nozzle.    By pressing on the trigger 
the liquid .:• delivered as a spray.    When pressure goes down the pump is to be worked 
again,    f h.   j sprayers can cover about 0. 5 ha. a day. 

6. 5. 2    Knapsack sprayer« 

The t.iks in these are bean-shaped, and are made of brass-sheets or galvanised 
iron sheets     uminium alloys or plastics.    Tanks have capacities varying from 10-16 
litres.    A   ¡- ui le barrel detachable pump made of brass tube is provided at the centre, 
which can   .   -. rked by a steel handle which is conveniently located to operate, when 
the spraye- ;   on the back.    The second barrel acts as a pressure chamber and makes 
provision for tne dpiivery tube.    The two washers are made of chrome-tanned leather 
or graph te      oregnated leather.    These are placed back to back.    After filling the tank, 
it is taken or. the back.    The operator keeps woiking at the handle as he move» on the 
field when spray is delivered.    These can cover about 0. 5 hectare a day.   The totel 
weight when empty is about 10 kgs. 

The above types can also be conveniently fitted on a two wheeled frame for «ale 
of movement on the field. 

6.5.3    Foot sprayer 

The pump barrel made of brass with a cylindrical pressure vesbel at it« top, is 
held vertically in a frame work, made of mild steel flats.    The piston assembly con.is- 
ting of a bucket washer,  and suction ball-valve is fitted at the bottom end of the barrel 
and is connected to a foot-pedal.    A delivery valve is provided at the top of the barrel. 
By pressing on the foot-pedal the piston moves pressing the liquid that is above it. 
There is an automatic spring loaded guide arrangement which automatically bring» the 
piston down.   Two delivery outlets are provided to which two delivery hoses with lances 
are connected and two persons would be required in such cases.    Height of spray is 
4. 5-6 meter- and discharge capacity 115 litres per hour.    It weigh 15-20 kg.    It can 
cover about 1. 5 ha. per day. 

6. 5.4   Rocker aprayer _ 

The brasa pump barrel i» fitted to a wooden base plate at an angle.    The pump rod 
is connected to a steel handle.    As the handle is pushed to and fro. the liquid is sucked In 
through the sunction ball valve and discharge through the delivery ball valve under 
presaure.   The brass pressure vessel fitted with pressure gauge maintains a uniform 
flow.    This sprayer is used for higher throws required in case of tall trees.   One man Is 
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required to work the pump and another to move about on the field with the lance. 
Normally there is one hose.    Two hose« can also be fixed where necessary.    This can 
cover about 2 ha per day. 

6. 5. 5    Power sprayer 

There are two main types of power sprayers.    In the knapsack mude,  entire unit 
is designed so light that it can be easily carried on the back and effective spraying is 
achieved as the operator moves about the field.    In the second type,  the capacity is more, 
the unit is heavier and so is kept at Central place and the operator moves all round the 
machine on the field. 

In the knapsack type,  the spraying mechanism is worked by a light two-storke 
petrol engine by one man.    The spray tank made of high density polyethene has a capacity 
of about 10-12 litres.   Centrifugal impellor made of aluminium sheets having an output 
of 1 0 cubic meters of air is provided.    Air goes out of the spreader.    The discharge 
capacity is 8-16 litres per minute.    The spray fluid fed into this blast is picked up in the 
form of a fine misty spray.    This mist can reach a distance of  30   meters horizontally 
and to a height of 15 meters.    This can cover c-8 ha a/day.    Such machines are called 
mist blowers. 

In the second type,   the engine,  tank sprayline,   etc.  are all fitted to a trolley 
mounted on wheels.    Tank has bigger capacity of about 100 litres with an engine of 3.4 
H. P.   As these are heavy duty machines and plunger pumps are used.   A spring loaded 
pressure release valve is also required.   An area of 6 to 8 ha.  a day can be covered.   It 
has two  spray outlets and two booms of about 3 meters having 5 nozzles. 

6.5.6 Hand rotary dusters 

This is extensively used for dusting.    The main components of a duster are the 
container, agitator,  gear-box and the blower.    Various  designs are available in frunt 
where  it could be rotated easily.    In other des gns the belt is put around the neck and 
the duster is supported   on the belley. 

The containers are made of brass sheet or galvanised sheet.    Machine cut-gears 
are used for stepping up the speed of the blower.    Two gears and two pistons arp used 
to raise the speed 40 to 50 times to work the blower.    As the handle is rotated,   the big 
gear revolves rotating a pinion.     The shaft of the pinion  is fitted w th another larger 
shaft which in turn works another pinion.    Thus speed is raised.    The second pinion shaft 
is attached with the aluminium blower.    The drive oi one of these shafts also revolves a 
wire brush agitator at the bottom of the housing.    Thus dust is uniformly fed into the tube 
where  it is picked up by the high pressure blast.    The  blower outlet is connected with 
the discharge spreader nozzle.     The whole machine weight 5-8 kgs and the hopper    has a 
capacity of 4 to 5 kgs.    It can deliver about 6 kgs.    of dust per hour.   About 5  ha.  can be 
covered in a day with this. 

6.5.7 Power dusters 

These are of two kinds.    One is a back-mounted model and the other which has to 
be kept stationary at a place and dusting resorted to.    In the former the engines are 
very light.    The air olast from the blower is passed through the container containing 
chemicals when dust is forced out.    This can also be used as a mist-blower with some 
adjustment.    These are used for small areas and has a discharge capacity of 1 -2 kg/mt. 
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In the other model,  the whole mechanism is heavy and componenets are mounted 
on a carrier frame which can either be moved about by two persons or mounted on a 
trolley.    A series of outlets can be provided each one of them having a  spoon-type 
spreader no 7.1:1 e.    The hopper capacity is about 25 litres and the -r ntation  is provided 
by the air-blast.  Discharge rates vary depending upon size.  Petrol  engines with HP of 
1. 5r3.0 are used.  These are used on large farms and can cover  1-2 ha a  day.  Duster» 
are also designed for operation behind the tractor and the power tak. -off is used for 
drive. 

b. 5. 8    Seed dresser; 

Seed material which is to be used for  sowing which is treated '   ith suitable chemi- 
cals to avert damage  by insects or fungus attacks.    As the quantity of chemical used is 
•mall,  to obtain uniformity in the coating,   seed dressers are req  tred.     Where small 
quantities o 

quantities of grains are to be treated,   a drum with axle passing through the diagnols are 
mounted on a stand.    The shaft is rotated by handle.    The grains m ,ve to and fro inside 
the drum and get well coated in about 1 0-20 revolutions.   It has a capacity of 0. 8 quintals 
per hour.    Bigger drums can also be made and driven bv power with fast and loose pulley 
arrangement for driving. 

In cases where large quantities  nrr to   be treated, a power driven machine would 
be required.    These  have two drums fitted with sugers.    They revolve at   slow speed. 
The bottom one is for grans and the top one for chemical.    Grain is fed into the bottom 
through the hopper.    As it revolves the grain moves and get uniformally coated.    The 
capacity of such machines are 6 quintals per  hour. 

6. ò Threshing machines 

In the last decade the introduction of high yielding varieties and other scientific 
package of practices have increased the per-acre yield of grain so much that threshing 
has come to be recognised as a critical operation, requiring timely attention. Efforts 
are,  therefore,  constantly being made to improve the efficiency of threshing operations. 

6.6. 1    In wheat growing areas, the bullock-drawn olpad thresher   is useful and finding 
its way into the farming community.    The implement consists of three rows of serrated 
• harp steel discs fitted m a frame.    An important feature of this implement is that at the 
top of the frame th-re is a seat for the operator, who rides and thus saves himself of 
the »train anddrudgery  which ultimately results in higher outputs.    Quality of 'bhusa' is 
also better because of the better cutting and   stirring action. 

6.6.2 For threshing of paddy, the pedal drum thresher operated so ley by manual powe* 
has been imported from Japan and tried out extensively.    The looped wooden drum fitted 
to a frame work has a gear drive arrangement for giving higher R.P.M.    They have 
proved useful for hill and other areas where labour and animal are scare. 

6.6.3 In all these devices discussed above,   the threshed grain and 'bhusa' remain 
together.    For effectively separating them,  a good air blast is necessary.    Here again the 
age-old practice of dropping the mixture from a height and subjecting the »ame to natural 
wind action,   was improved by the introduction of mechanical winnowing fans.    These fans 
having two-four blades are rotated by manual labour.    Some of the improved ones have 
chain-sprocket driven with rotating pedals  in the same way as in cycles. 
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6.6.4   Several low H. P. thresher« have been developed and tested at several research 
testing centre« in the country.    These machines have a number of special features. 
These consist of a feeding conveyor, drum for threshing,  sieves and blower for separa- 
tion of unwanted impurities in grains.    There is also a grain elevating arrangement for 
lifting clean grains and bagging.    The performance jf these machines was considered 
to be satisfactory at several places.    Specifications of a few selected ones are given 
below: 

6. 7        Processing machines 

Different grains require different kind of processing techniques, Several 
machines have been developed in India for this purpose. 

6.7.1 Groundnut stripper 

Groundnut stripper are used for separating th» pods from vines.   There are 
two main types of machine: 

i)   Drum type: It consists of a drum made of a number of rods fitted to end 
discs.    It is fitted to a stand made of mild steel.    The vines with pods are struck 
against these rods when separation takes place.    The rods are rubber covered.    The 
output per person using this machine is 20 kgs/hour at a cost of Indian Rs. 3. 80 per 
quintal of pods as against Indian Rs.7. 50 by conventional methods. 

ii)   fndian Comb type: Comb like plates are fitted on to flats of a square frame. 
The vines are pulled against the comb when stripping takes place.   4 persons sitting on 
four sides of the frame can process 40 kgs per hour at a cost of about Indian Rs. 6 per 
qunital.    The cost of the machine is about Rs. 125. 

6.7.2 Groundnut grader 

Grading is essential for reducing breakages during decortication.   Pods are 
graded when the kernals are to be used as seed material. 

A grader has been developed which has an output of 600 kgs.  per hour, and is 
driven by a  l/2 HP motor.    Cost of operation per quintal is Indian Rs.   0.30. 

6. 7. 3    Groundnut decorticator 

Both manual and power operated units are available.    In the manually operated 
machine,  the drum is rotated by hand or a foot pedal to rotate the drum.   The de co r tifi- 
ca t ion takes places as the pods pass between the concave and rubberised roller. 

In   the power driven type an oscillating drum gets its drive from the main 
pulley.    Engine power is 1  HP and has an output of 400 kgs per  hour. 

6.7.4   Maize sheller 

The shelling action takes place when the cob is drawn through specially designed 
discs.   The shelled cob is discharged out of the machine.    It has an output of 300 
kgs/hour,  with a cost of operation of Indian Rs. 0. 45 per quintal of kernals. 

There are simple manually operated shellers also available for small farmers. 
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Statement ahowlng dftnil« o( known ihrnh|ri 

ii .   No, Name of machine Name oí manufacturer Crop« lh.it How»r R.l'.M. 
can  ue thrrM,-       H.P. 

Gra in o.ltiut 
Ptls/brs. 

1. Bullock driven pni.il 
thresher 

2. Olpad thresher 

C ossul and Co.,   Kanpur Paddy 

Wheat 

I  Bullock 
• 4 Men 

SO kg 
(Draft) 

1.5 

0.2 

3. Karamath 

4. Swadeshi 

5. Coutil 

6. S lyabean thresher 

7. Jai Kiaaan 

8. Standard thresher 

9. Drumm y type 

10. Power wheat threshr-r 

11. HO« 

12. PU3A-40 

13. UT 90 

1 4. UT JO 

IS. Sherpur 

16.   ITC 

17,   Shri Ram Thresi.er 

I *.   LDL .Ml Cropa thresh- 

t 9,   Aurbindo 

M/s Punch Udyog (P) Ltd.,        Wheat 
85/52 Cooperganj,  Kanpur 
(UP) 

M/s Swadeshi Krishi Yantra      Whrat 
Udyog,  80/7 Connprnani, 
Kanpur (UP) 

M/a Cossul and Co.  (P) Ltd.     Whrat 
I 23/367 Fewalganj,  Factory 
*rea, Kanpur.  (UP) 

UPAU PantNagar (UP) 

M/t Beat Manufacturera, Wheat 
K. ishi Udyog,  7o/48l, 
Kuli Baiar,   Kanpur(UP) 

M/a Sabbarwal Metal In- 
dustries, 61 Industrial 
Catate,  Kanpur (UP) 

-do- 

0.8 

SoyaL^an 7.5 

Wheat 0.5 
7.5 

10.0 
15.0 

Wheat 0.5 
7.5 

10.0 

Wheat 3 
5 
7 

Wheat S 

Cram 
Deptt. ..f Agriculture. 
Engg. Agri. Inatitute, 
Allahabad (UP) 

International Manufacturing       Wheat 
Co,  JagraJn,  Diet,   Ludhiana     Jowar,  Gowar 
(Pb) 

Wheat 

Union Tractor Workshop, Wheat 
•B Phase II, Industrial Area, 
New Delhi. 

- do Wheat 

M/a Union Forgings, Sher-        Wheat 
pur,  G. T.  Road (near Dhan- 
dari Rly. Station) Ludhiana 
(PB) 

LTC Industrie*, Coimlatore,    Juwar 
(TN) 

Sri Ham Industries, Coimba      Paddy 
tore (TN) 

Krishak Industries, All crops 
18-14 Boiguda Hyderabad Paddy 
(AP) Wheat 

Jowar 
Maize 

Aurbindo,   Pondicherry Paddy 

7.5 

10 

5 

30 

10 

5 
7.5 
10 
15 
20 
25 

6.5 

400 

850 
750 

800 

550 

840 

600 

850 

1.2 
2.0 
2.5 
3.8 

2.0 
2.8 
4.0 

1.2 
3.0 
2.8 

2.0 
2.5 

3 

10 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
10 

10 

0.6 
10 
15 
25 

I 120 

Note:     («pecideations of machines shown in the statement are on the basis <>f available 
test reports and manufacturers catalogues) 
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6.7.5   Chaff-cutter 

In the power driven type not only fodder is cut into small bits but they are also 
blown to a height of 2. 1-2. 4 meters by a pneumatic bio we.-.  Sharp well  designed blades 
are fitted to a circular flywheel.    It requires a 2  H. P.   electric motor to operate and 
can cut 750 kgs of green fodder per hour.  Cost of this machine with motor is Indian 
Rs.3300. 

in the manually operated trinchine,   an auto-feed worm is provided which feeds 
to the cutter uniform lengths of fodder.    The flywheel to which curved knives are fitted 
is rotated by a man.    The output t3 about 1.5 quintals/hour. 

6.7.6 Sugarcane Crusher 

It is operated by an engine of about 5-8 H. P.    with a speed reduction mechanism. 
Three rollers with well designed grooves are fitted into the frame with appropriate 
clearances.    Canes passing through these rollers are crushed and juice flows out of 
the machine.    Machines are also made for bullock power. 

6.7.7 Biogas plants 

The digester of the biogas plant is made of black steel sheets and of various dia- 
meters.   For four animals 1.8 meters diameter digester tank is used.  This tank is 
placed invertedly in a masonry tank which is filled by cowdung and other organic 

7TiT £ maS°nrLPÌt iS
u
U8ed to mbt Water with dun8 in equal quantities which is then 

fed into the well.   After about 27 days of first charge,  biogas collects in the steel tank 
over the slurry.   After this,  the process is continuous.  The spent slurry flows out 
through another pipe and is led into pits where it is mixed with other organic wates for 
use as compost. B Ior 

6.7.8 Storage bini 

These are made of galvanised steel plates in various sizes, 
opening with a tightly placed lid. 

They have an 

At the bottom there is a spout for easy removal of grain as an when needed. 
These are made in varying sizes going from 1 quintal to 3 or 4 tons.  Before storing 
the grains,they should be dried and tested properly. 

6. ?. 9    Manually operated_r ice_mills 

Small manually operated rice mills have been developed in India.    In these , 
the paddy is thrown with force due to the centrifugal action.   The movement of paddy 
through shelling plates working at different speed produces the shelling action and 
paddy gets dehusked.    Manually operated machines and low power mills are alio in 
production.    In the manually operated machines,   a gear and pinion mechanism railes 
the speed. 

6.7. 10 Mini rice mill 

CFTRI,   Mysore has developed a mini rice mill with a processing capacity of 
500 kg/hour. 
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MOULD BOARD PLOUGH 

HAMM.«- -MAM 

MAULS    HAM 

• «HAUL 

LONA     HAM TVH. 

MAMDUl 

«LtVft 

«HöHT   HAM trri 

riMftt- A.t.t 
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•ULLOCK DRAWN  SCRAPER 

AD'USTIMé 

HfcMOLC. 

MITCH 

«WTTIN«    »lAtl 

(MM* « Stfttk) 
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POWER   TILLER 

AüiiLtAny   KAN»Li 

MAIN CLUTCH   LKVlft 

MAIM 

HDt ernte»*.•"•• 

TAIL NMtftk A»»M|TI« 

MM* »Li 

«TA*7 
TAIL MMftftl- 

adTAH-y    «MPT 

*•«*•• t<»-*(j») 



THREE-TYNE   CULTIVATOR 

&   . 

• CtUN« TUM 

•NOVEL 

pttuKt- «i a 

EXPANDING  CULTIVATOR 

^ MA NO LI. 

ewavi» 

MMfttU 

LEV«*   *0« Aft JU«T WEHT 
O*   IMIOTH. 

PI«UKC- 4LJ 
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TRIANGULAR   HARROW 
NAftO   NMIIN  FlUtt* 

n«uftt- 1.1.4 

PÉTELA 

••«IM« MMR. 

MOé»lN »KAMI 

MILtcrtftL NtMl 
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DISC HARROW 

•«•TBL 

»i»* »0 Oise.   HitMN 

IAH 

TAAMMfcT   NUllL 

MIIHl   TINft 

*)•••&••  If 

•UND FORMER NAIWLl 



RIDGER 

»HANOLl 

• t>tVI« 

ANrtffTAU.K —• 
•••IM «MUftlS 

CUTTtM«   SHARK 

*(•«*•> -••!•• 
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WHEEL HOE 
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THREE ROW SEED-CUM-FERTILIZER DRILL 

Ft«0RK-«.t.4(V) 





PADDY   WEEDER 

PL* AT 

HAN»Wt 

mON«l 

*«TAft 

"éUt(>«.|| 
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IRON   RAKE 

PltORL-t.l.ft 
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RAKE-CUM-BLADE   WEEDER 

CCRRl) 

r«««t-«.».a 

STAR WEEDER 

MANtlft 

STAR.   SNMK»    »IICJ 

Fittiti-«».! 
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WHEEL  HOE 

«N8tk 

HANDLE 

fW««# 

•*- »•••»• 

PI«UM-«.«.4 
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SINGH HAND HOE 

Pft*M 

SHARMA HAND HOE 

"«ua «-«.». + 
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SHOULDER MOUNTED 

POWER SPRAYER-CUM-DUSTER 

FI«I»RI.-«.4 
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HAND-COMPRESSION 

KNAPSACK SPRAYER 

D-HANDLE 

»ISCMAAêt OOTLtT 

•TKfkP   BUCKLE. 

«TUA» 

AlLll»   AM* 
ft.tl.IAtt   VJM.VI 

AOAPTtft 

TANK. 

UtAM-aur MAT 

n*utt,-«.4.i 
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KNAPSACK   SPRAYER 

LtVC«. 

-•- CtNNtCTIM«   *•» 

NO««. 
H 0(1. CbAM» 

CHAMACO 

neu««-« 4«. 
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KNAPSACK SPRAYER 

PUMP CAR 

MAMftbl kNMN« - 
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FOOT   SPRAYER 

tIMMAft«* LIDS 

SUCTION LIM« 

#ft«M«tk« CNAMtft« 

Pt»AL 

PI«Uftt-«4.f 
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ROCKER SPRAYER 

LIVIR    CX TENSION 

•ftUVKfty OUTLIT 

»Aftl MAM 

-»UCTIÖN   Mt>tft 

•*TINfl»N A*D 

A 

J0>\—H»*.X\.%. 

31^)3 
CUT-OM VAUVC. 

ftPAAY     LANCE 

**«.AY    «UN 

COMN1.CTO   T» TMft 
Bsuiviny OUTLET 

TKltatA AUlMILy 

riAURE- «-4.4 
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POWER   SPRAYER 

(FOR ELtCTRIC MOTOR ) 

(FOR PETROL/KIROSINI ENGINE) 

n«u*t-» 4t 
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SEED DRESSER 

DRUM 
HANOkK 

PRAMl 

FI«um-«-4S 
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OLPAD THRESHER 

SHACKLE. 

j*-m   •!• y>i • \» »10   »I* us -H 
» AN«LK scerioN 

PLAT! 

•»LAN   (WITHOUT SEATING) 

•ASK *»*f 
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•«AT   PAAM» 
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METAL SCRUM 

PLAT   »AAeK.IT 
F»A   »SARIN« 

TAAN«F»«TIN« 
MHSSL 

WOODEN   PLANK 
PLAT- r«lM 

EXPANDIR«    MtTAL 
URIIN 

i ses 
4 »a -win olà. 

ELI. VAT ION 
ALL  »IMSNftlftNS IN  MILLIMtTAM 

HSOtt-  4SI 
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PADDY   THRESHER 

• IAA MCMIM« » 

flOA 

P*DAL  UtAM* 

• AS«. 

_TM*»SMIN«   fti-TH 

«IOt ^KAMI. 

flOl   »OAftO 

niutl-ili 

WINNOWER 

MANOLt 

MOOOKN  F ft AML 

'WW        J»*I      \WW " y w** •mir 

Pl«UfcK-«.»l<l) 
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WINNOWING     FAN 
("CHAIN SPROC*IT) 

StAT 

»••AL    — 

• LADl 

STAN» 

CYCL&   CHAIN  MMttl 

Pi«uftl- »f»(B) 
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POWER THRESHER 

PtfLktV OP •«*« 

•NM«*   »fttlVKAy   C.HANNKI 

PAM 

PVLLtV 1 MM 

e MANUEL 

»LA»t 0* PAN 

e ova« 

WMIIL 

•t»TM»T:- 

WlMAT    »-4 «»NT At. •/«••«& 

r««uftl- «.«.4 
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POWER THRESHER 
(MAINI JONIOR) 

TM*ft«MIN« «yi.lM»«ft 
«•HCAVl  *«M>CM 

TOP cavi* 

OUST RlMAVm«  lH«U 

ITMN fttlCAftl   LOtfVat, 

CURTAIN   COVI*. 

• I»t CWftTAIH 

•TRA»» SMAKE«. 
AIIArp 

' »«»IN «Llftl »LATI 
AIA PA«SA«tt 

«IAIN «Ke«VfttL>  fLATI 
»•A«, »tiNIM« 

TAAHftPSRT   NMtll. 

•TANtlM«    PLATFORM 

•WT*UT:-  I «UINTA L/HOUR 

tl«UAC-«t-4 
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POWER  WHEAT THRESHER 

eKANK  «HAFT 

C*NNl£TtM*  HOP 

•«CONJkARy SUCTION PlPi. 

CAP   R.IPUC1N*    PLATl 

• IAIN   MLWtay CMANNKU' 

PI«  *«WM 

it 10    »PINIM« 

>NCAVC   SCAftlN 

ft  INLtT CPNTAOt   Pl.ATt.-l 

RAIN-»MU»A  »U»HM PLAT» 

K.IMLBT  CPMTtPL  PLAT*-* 

PftlMAfty SUtTIPN  P.Pt. 

OWiftR   SCHILN 

• UT PUT 

WMUT 

«tAM 

lit  TP leo MfÍHr. 

tee  T» ISO K|| Kr. 

Pl«(lftl-«.f.4 
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GROUND-NUT GRADER 

•irr HT 

PU» M*m*. 

a«TATlN«   *•»• 

PUtVIN*  *•*& 

¡«£^       PRAMl 

H«M«t-g.# 
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GROUNDNUT STRIPPER 

(DRUM TYPE) 

MS. aotf 
MOLLO*  HUftMft 

raAMft 

(COMB  TYPE) »cuci-« 91 
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GROUNDNUT STRIPPER 
[DRUM TYPE] 

.1» 

» 



GROUNDNUT   GRADER 

*•#»§* 

PtAML 

'••Utfc-ê.ê.l 
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GROUNDNUT DECORTICATOR-POWER 

ftUMlft 

GROUNDNUT POD OPENER 

"•(Mii-t.ê.i(tf 



HAND t POWER DECORTICATO!) 

HUM 

HANOLl 

HOPPC* 

m »t«WlCIL 

rnwti-* «.»(ä) 
ITAN» 

MAIZE SHELLER 
(HAND OPERATED) 
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MAIZE   SHELLER 

(POWER OPERATED) 

HOPPEA 

NULLIT 

ItLT 

F »AMI. 

n»w*i-« ••• 
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MANUALLY-OPERATED 

CHAFF  CUTTER 

«IA* 

FI«URfc-«.4.| 
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SUGARCANE  CRUSHER 

(FOR BULLOCK POWER) 

FI«Oftft-»«.tlO 

SUGARCANE   CRUSHER 
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COW   DUNG   GAS    PLANT 
wwthi.e*CK. 

> —» 
TO  KITCMiM 

0UTI.LT eMANMKL 

OlklVlftV   M»l 
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STORAGE    BIN 

INLET 

OUTUT 

WOO01N    »ASE 

PlSUftfc-« «•• 
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STANDARD   SPRINKLE*   UNIT FO« i ACMKS 

•CALK.   •"» I««' 

MAINLINE 

ftOftlNfcL,**.   LINK  :- 

lUIIICVKNT   POSITION   Or   MAINÌ.INB-- 

»ÔMI        n ,, >,     SPA. LIN» '- 

PUMPIN«    POSITION ••- • 

CaUITttY:     rUMIIH l»«l«AT»ON   tNUIPWtNT, tNBIA. 
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7.   IMPORT AND INDIGENOUS MANUFACTURE OF AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND TOOLS 

The machinery needed in agriculture can be procured through import« or 
through indigenous manufacture.     The existence of a potential internal market 

an be uspd to foster the  growth of a local farm machinery manufacturing industry. 
In most developing countries,   a realistic aim Should he a judicious blend of imports 
anil indigenous manufacture with a definite policy of progressively  raising the pro- 
portion of the market that is satisfied from within.     In almost every country,   it is 
possible to establish a production unit to the local demand for agricultural machinery 
and at a level of technology appropriate both to the manufacturers and the farmers. 
In many cases,  the manufacture is able to handle only part of the chain of industrial 
activities between design and commercilization.    If this lim itation is  recognized and 
steps are taken to assist the agricultural machinery industry within a national plan 
for development,   it should be possible to accelerate industrialization and promote 
progress in the agricultural sector of the economy. 

7. 1        Imports 

Certain agricultural implements arid machineries are not required in large quan- 
tities in a wide range of design and their demand in the country may be limited and 
seasonal.  Such items of narrow range may, therefore,  be imported from other coun- 
tries. 

7. 2        Manufacture 

Agricultural machinery,   implements and tools are important industrial inputs, 
Agricultural such an industry offers a wide choice of technologies appropriate to the 
level of industrialization in the developing countries.    In most of the developing coun. 
tries a prioirty has been awarded to the use of modern methods of agriculture and 
the local development and manufacture of agricultural .implements.   This industry also 
diffuses technology throughout the countryside and generates local employment to many. 

7. 2. 1     The agricultural machinery,   implements and tools industry deals with a large 
variety of products from hand operated tools and animal drawn implements,   irrigation 
equipment,   crop-protection m achinery to power machinery and equipment,   such as 
tractors,   power tillers,  engine.,,   harvesters and threshers and covers a wide spec- 
trum of technology ranging from the simple technology of small work shop to that of 
large scale industries.    It involves metal working,  metallurgy,   automotive and elec- 
trical engineering kt different levels of product ranges.    Since this industry is a 
basic one,   government policies and planning at the national level must take it into 
account,   particularly with regard to financing,   investment promotion on the one hand, 
and research and development and training and management on the other hand,  with 
special reference to the transfer of appropriât« technology. 
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7. 2. 2    In the manufacture of agricultural machinery and implements three distinct 
levels  of technology can be identified: 

a) simple hand tools hud op» rated ni achines and selected animal-drawn 
implements that c,x.-, IK tabncated or manufactured in small workshops 
with relatively lov   <,' vestment; 

b) most tractor-drawn implements,   selected irrigation equipment including 
pumps,   and crop protection equipment that can be assembled,  fabricated 
or manufactured on a batch basis in   medium size engineering production 
plants; and 

c) pow : r equ pment i n< luding tractors,   power tillers and engines requiring 
relativ ly largì  investment tn production  facilities and demanding a higher 
volume of production t    achieve economics of operation. 

Small workshops t< manufacture the first level would be suitable for the least 
developed countries After they have gained some experience, they can add assembly 
line and the second levei mentioned above. The characteristic feature of such work- 
shops should be to serve predominently localneeds. They may also undertake main- 
tenance and repair jobs. The strength of such workshops should base on local skills, 
managements and m   chanical ingenuity. 

7. 2. 3    It is   iot economical to product  only a small quantity and range of implements 
and tools and operate at full capacity.     The manufacture of agricultural implements 
may be combined with that of other products of the metal working and engineering 
industry.    In addition,   the following methods of production and commercialization 
may be explored: 

a) concentration on a small'*number of items whose production meet national 
demand.    The technological advantages of manufacturing a limited range 
are balanced against the marketing disadvantages of spreading over a wide 
area, 

b) there is often an imbalance between an economic scale of manufacturing 
and an economic scale of marketing.    An obvious solution for the manufac- 
turer is to enter into marketing agreements with the manufacturers of com- 
plementary lines of agricultural machinery, which can be handled by his 
dealers and should enhance their turnover and profit. 

c) a suitable product mix is most likely to be based on either cultivation or 
harvesting machinery as themain line of activity, supplemented by some 
products of an intermediate kind. 

7. 2. 4     In the least developed countries because pf^ip adequa te management,   it is un- 
likely   that they can produce wide range of agricultural implements and tools unaided. 
They could therefore,  seek the following assistance and help from the developing 
countries through UNIDO: 

a) by supply of working drawings of well designed equipment suited to the level 
of mechanization in the country and manufacture with limited facilities; 

b) by offering practical training course«» in production technology and manage- 
ment services; 
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c) by providing prototype of equipment; and 

d) by providingassistance in setting up pilot manufacturing demonstration 
training. 

7. 2. 5    Step by step introduction and adoption of total project concept/ 

The least developed countries may like to initiate the programme of manufacture 
and industrialization in agricultural tools and equipment by undertaking the following 
studies and programmes. 

a)  Exploratory missions 

The aim of these fact-finding,   project identification or sectoral development 
missions is primarily to obtain a bird's eye view of the situation,   and to highlight the 
major areas that need attention,   identify projects for technical assistance and recom- 
mend action to implement the project.   'These missions analyse agricultural mechani- 
zation, present and future demand,  trends in designs and general production specifi- 
cations, status of existing facilities   for design,  development,   adaptation,  testing, 
maintenance and repair, the need for strengthening existing facilities,   and scope for 
local manufacture. 

k)  Mar]^-survey missions 

The objective of market-survey missions is to establish the present demand 
for agricultural machinery,  future requirements and product specifications and to 
recommend k suitable manufacturing programme and over-all policies.    To achieve 
thia objective,  it is necessary to analyse the existing pattern and future trends in agri- 
culture,   land development,   irrigation extension,   crop pattern,  rural economy,   use of 
agricultural machinery,   government r'ians for mechanization,  rural credit,   data on 
imports,  sales and existing production of agricultural machinery.    It is also necessary, 
baaed on the above analysis,   to identify present and future trends in the level of mechani- 
nation,  designs,  production specifications and over-all needs and to estimate the annual 
demand for selected agricultural machinery and implements. 

c) Feasibility study_ 

Feasibility study is carried out when the demand for a product or a group of 
products is identified and established.    However, it may be desirable to re-examine 
information on existing demand,   design,   specifications and data on future requirements 
and design trends in order to establish the basis for the manufacturing study.    It may 
be necessary to evaluate already existing proposals for manufacture.    This study in- 
volves an analysis of the availability of raw materials,   the status of supporting and 
ancillary industries and the level of technical skill available. 

d) Pre-investment analysis 

Pre-investment analysis includes formulation of a manufacturing programme 
baaed on data available,  analysis of production volume, manufacturing schedule,  techni- 
ques, machine-tool requirements,  raw material availability,  manpower requirements, 
and a financial analysis of the manufacturing proposal. 
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e) Rationalization of manufacturing programme 

This involve« analysis of proposal« for manufacture,  analy«i« of existing manu- 
facturing facilities (including supporting and ancillary industry),  establishing correlation 
between demand figures and production volume and plant capacity, analysis of raw 
material,  substitution of local materials for imports and a phased manufacturing pro- 
gramme. 

*)  E»tablt«hment of manufacture 

Baled on the pre-investment analy-i«,  the activities for esta bli.hing and com- 
missioning of a plant may include design of plant layout,  selection and installation of 
machine tools and equipment,  production planning and control,  quality control,   cost 
control,  engineering services (industrial,  tool,  development,  plant, production, material 
control),  organization,   operation and management. 

g)  Design,   development and adaptation 

The purpose of design,  development and adaptation activities is to suit a manufac- 
turing programme to local conditions and to assist small and medium-sized industria- 
lists to become «elf-reliant in matters of engineering design and development and m 
adaptation of technology acquired from abroad.    To adapt the design and manufacturing 
the machine requires engineering capabilities.    The modification of designs may bea 
major task especially in terms of selection of materials,  since it may invalve 
further design and development.    Thus,   activities in this field consist in establishing 
not only the physical facilities but also programmes for training local personnel in 
engineering techniques.    It may be necessary in the beginning to analyse existing 
facilities and items to be manufactured,   identify future design requirements and formu- 
late projects.    A design,  development and adaptation programme may be integrated 
with a manufacturing enterprise or treated as an independent activity depending on the 
needs of the country.' 

h)   Testing,   quality control and evaluation of product performance 

Quality control is an essential part of any industrialization programme.    It 
serves both the manufacturer and his customer by ensuring that the product conforms 
to its design specification.    Laboratory and field test« «how the performance of the pro- 
duct and suggest how the design «hould be altered.    Ultimately,  quality activitie« affect 
every .a«pect of the enterprise.    But quality control require« many sophisticated 
facilities, testing equipment,  knowledge of statistical procedures, standards of measure- 
ment,   and most of all,   an engineering approach to problem of design. 

i)  Maintenance and repair 

The two problems in maintenance and repair are the establishment of adequate 
workshops, mobile and stationary,  and the integration of maintenance and repair 
schedule« in the overall industrialization programme.    Diverse activities are involved in 
training of personnel,   spare part« man ufacture and control,  selection and operation 
of specialized tool«,  machine rebuilding and technical organization.    In certain case« 
such allied products as crawler tractors and heavy earthmoving and road-construction 
equipment will be included with agricultural machinery and implements in the mainte- 
nance programme. 
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i)       Marketing,  salea,   service, commercialization 

Marketing,  an Integral part of a manufacturing activity,   is a link between produc 
tlon and product use.  The demonstration of the product (agricultural mar hin. rv 
and implements) and its popularization are the responsibility of the marK-img division 
of a manufacturing organization.    Only by encouraging manufacturer» to be directly 
involved in marketing it is possible to build up an integrated system of servie- and 
performance feedback. 

k)   activities at the plant level 

Product design,   process planning,   product planning and control,   plant layout 
and construction,  selection of pn cesses and equipment, quality control,   standardiza- 
tion cost control, modernization of plants and other related activities in industrial 
engineering,   tool engineering,   maintenance engineering,  development   engineering 
are some of the activities carried out at the plant level. 

1)   Pilot Plants 

Establishment of pilot plants,   for the purpose of training in engineering and 
production,  with special reference to the transfer of appropriate technology,   is 
essential. 

m)   Development of institutions 

The project involves   the establishment of new or upgrading of existing institutions 
dealing with various aspects of agricultural machinery and implements such as planning, 
development,   design and adaptation,   repair and maintenance.     Specrikl attention should 
be given to engineering institutions in the metal working sector. 

n)   Seminars,  workshops and expert group meetings 

At the end of a specified period,  seminar and other meetings be organized to 
provide an opportunity for exchanging information.  This activity shall assists the 
developing countries and UNIDO in assessing the oast activities and in improving and 
formulating suitable programmes in related fields. 

7. 3 Demonstration pilot engineering workshop for assembly and manufacture 
of agricultural tools, animal drawn implements, hand operated machines 
and allied simple metal products with repair and maintenance activities 

The establishment of a pilot demonstration engineering workshop for assembly 
and manufacture of agricultural implements and simple metal products is based 
upon the UNIDO's analysis of the requirement in the country and on governments 
plan,  a« well as UNIDO's previous activities in this area.  The overall analysis indi- 
cates the need for the establishment of physical facilities for the manufacture of agricul- 
tural hand tools, sheet metal products and fabricated items.    If the concept is support- 
ed by the Government,  the implementation should take into account the following 
aspects: 

a) possible expansion of the existing facilities; 

b) possible utilization of local raw material including scrap iron; and 
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e)   de «ir ability of establishing a new unit. 

7. 3. 1    As the developing countries are placing emphasis bn technical manpower de- 
velopment,   rural industrialisation,   import substitution and extension of repair and 
maintenance activities, the proposed pilot demonstration engineering workshop will 
contribute to their objectives.    It will also facilitate further training of the students 
of the polytechnic schools and personnel of the agricultural engineering section, In 
engineering production techniques and management and also assist In the development 
of local entrepreneurshlp at a later date. The product range recommended to be 
manufactured are limited and the production volume is to be on a modest scale to start 
w:th, which may be expanded at a later date. 

7. 3. 2    The details of the magnitude as well as sources of financing may be worked 
out after this project concept is accepted by the Government.    It is to be pointed out 
that the project concepts place a great emphasis on project implementation by local 
porsonnel,  with catalytic UNDP/UNTDO assistance.    A draft specimen project data 
sheet for the pre-project activity (project document preparation mission) has been 
suggested as an example in part two of this study. 

7. 3. 3    Recommended product manufacturing programme 

a) Phase I- priority manufacture 

It is recommended that only a limited product range may be considered for 
manufacture/assembly in phase I.   This could include, 

i)      selected hand tools such as spades, shovels,  pickaxes,  steelbasketi, rakes, 
hoes,  weeders,  sickles, 

il) hand operated machinery such as hand pumps, dusters, sprayers, malee 
shellers, groundnut decorators, foot-operated threshers, seed tr eaters, 
chaffcutters, transplanters,  and 

lil)      animal drawn equipment such as mould-board ploughs,  cultivators,harrows, 
ridgers,  seed drills with fertilizer distributors, planters with fertiliser 
distributora, toolbars,   levellers, paddy puddlers,  mowers, horrrms, thresh- 
ers and carts. 

The actual priority of products and the quantity could be worked out bas ed .upon 
the existing demand,  as elaborated by the surveys and studies already suggested.    If 
this project concept is accepted,   the details of implements to be manufactured could 
be further elaborated during • Pre -project activity mission*. 

b) Phase II-   Development programme for future local manufacture. 

Any additional manufacturing programme should be based upon the research and 
development,   testing and extension work that may be undertaken by the Agricultural 
Engineering Department.    In this regard UNIDO assistance would be available for supply 
of a number of prototypes  and samples of the above tools and implements from the 
developing countries of Asia and Far East on a priority basis to the least developed coun- 
tries and also for testing and development of machinery and Instruments and technical 
journals. 
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7. 3. 4    Workshop pilot plant details- general guideline« 

P'RT A:   Summary of findings 

Section A;   Techno-economic analysis 

- market analysis 
- viability and profitability 
- location of new industry 
- labour and experts needed 
- capitalisation and availability of working capital 
- supporting industry needed 
- quality control 
- raw material and auxiliary supply 
- scope for expansion 
- organization-overall plans for development of each Sector 
- specific proposals for establishing manufacturing units. 

PART B:   Technical analysis 

Section B:   Analysis of proposed manufacturing plant 

I)     Specification of implements tobe manufactured 

ii) Manufacturing procedure-list of components and process planning for 
three lines of products, (include line sketches of the components, and 
line diagram of flow of components,  process pi an« In g and material handling) 

III)   possibility of sub-contracting components to outside vendors/manufacturers - 
advantages and disadvantages. 

iv) Components to be imported 

v)   determination of working  time, machine time, manual work time and number 
of shifts 

vi)  machinery and machine tool selection 

- numbers 
- specification 
• approximate cost 

vil)  organisation 

- number of engineers, technical personnel,  semi-skilled and unskilled 
workers 

- machine shop 
• welding and fabrication 
- quality control and inspection 
- industrial engineering 
- assembly 
- purchase 
- accounting 
.  sales, etc. 
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Section CJ Proposed layout of the plant 

i)   Lay-out of the plant 
(Give floor space for complete plant including a drawing of the building, 
location ( f machine,  fh w chart for raw material and component«) 

- stores 
- manufacture 
- assembly 

inspection 
- office«,  etc. 

ii)     factors tobe considered for successful manufacturing programme (supplì«« 
needed for a year) 

- electric power 
- fuel« 
- water 
- other items, 

iii)   Setting and factory building 

general layout 1:200 
(short explanation of the drawing) 

iv)   Possibility of expansion 
i- scope for expansion,  volume ,   product line 
- additional building «pace and balancing 

machinery needed. 

PART C    Financial analyai« (in country's own currency) 
and in US dollar«) 

Analysis of investment and returns 
- capital requurement (land,  building,  machinery, 

installation etc. ). 
- working capital 
- foreign and local currency 
-. fixed investment per employee 
- total annual groa« sale« 
- groa« annual profit 
- total 
.   a« percentage of total capital 
- a« percentage of gross «ale« 
•   analysis  of cost of production of each Item and rtcommtndtd «ala« prie« 

Cost-benefit analyai« 

(1) Conclusions: 

- economic benefit of establishing «uch a plant 
- recommended time-table for project execution (time required,  finance,etcvl 
- desirability of technical assistance from manufacturing and internal agencia« 
• a programme for investment promotion 
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Il) External Factor«: 

- technical know-how and »sslstance 
- marketing set-up 
- export analysis. 

HI)      Anticipated time schedule to execute the total plant analysis,  development, 
negotiation!, procureront, plant construction,  installation, runnlng-ln and 

production. 

7. 3. 5   Estimated UNDP Inputs 

a) Pre-project mission 

2 experts,   2 m/m 
(one industrial engineer/economist 
and one agricultural engineer) o   10,000 

b) Operational activity 
1.  Project personnel 

a) Project manager Industrial engineer $   90,000 
36 m/m 

b) Workshop engineer     nrvchanical . rg neer Í   60,000 

c) Design and develop-    agricultural tools/ 
ment engineer. implements(mechanlcal    8    60,000 

engineer) 24 m/m 
d) Associate expert design and development 

12 m/m 
e) Associate expert workshop technology 

12 m/m 
f) 1 UN volunteer agricultural engineer        j>   10,000 

24 m/m Í 220,000 

II.  Equipment 

I) Prototype sample 
Implements, design, drawings,  jig« 
fixtures,'  dies, etc. *   30,000 

II) 2 mobile unit/repair and maintenance 
and 1 jeep. *   35.000 

ill)  Workshop machinery 4  125,000 

iv)   testing equipment  9    20,000 

i 200,000 
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III. Fellowships 6 nos 3 m/n 

IV. Short term consultants 4x6 m/m 

4 
i 

10.000 
10.000 

4 60,000 

4   60,000 

Total UNDP inputs Í 49Ö.000 
plus initial raw material »     15.000 

Total i 505.000 

Gran* Total ¿515.000 

(   Notes: Workshop machinery: universal lathe- 4 15,000; bench drill 
. 4 1,500; horizontal milling machine- 4 3,000; power hack saw 
- i 3,000 upright drilling machine- 4 1,000; screw cutting 

lathe- 4 8,000; total grindingímachine - S^ 2,000; shaping machine 
-   4 3,000/power grinder-S'  1,000; circular saw- 4 1,000; pipe bending 
machine- $2,000; hydraulic jack- á 500; hand metal cutting machine- 
s' 1,000; power shear- 4 2,000; power punch press- 4 2,000 forge- 1 
1,000,  washing machine - ß   I. 000;    spot   welder -S   1, 000; electric welder- 
S  4, 000; gas welder - S   2, 000;   are welder transformer - S   2, ©00; com- 
pressor- i  1,000; forging equipment- 4 1,000; powertools- 4 2,000; 
hand tools- 4 5,000,  heat treatment equipment- 4 5,000, total bit« etc. 
4 5,000; wood working machinery- 4 5,000; miscellaneous items- S 

35,000). 

7. 3. 0 Government Contribution is recommended in the form of land, 
building, personnel, working capital (to be elaborated during 
pre-project mission). 

7.4        Integration of manufacturing activities with repair 
and maintenance programme (supplementary assistance) 

In order to incorporate integrated repair and maintenance activities,  it may 
be desirable to include two mobile repair and maintenance workshop« with all equip- 
ment and total kits.    Such mobile units may be considered under UNIDO voluntary 
contribution financing,  if the Government so wishes.    The local mechanics may al«o 
be trained in the mobile unit donor country under UNIDO fellowship for a duration 
of 3 m/m each in techniques   of mobile unit operation.    In addition,  it is necessary 
to provide two experts from the donor country for a duration of 3 m/m each,  proferably 
under S. I. S.  financing to assist in establishment of a repair and maintenance pro- 
gramme including local personnel training.    It is recommended that this repair   and 
maintenance assistance and activities are integrated under pilot demonstration manufac- 
turing unit after one year of successful operation.    The following supplementary assis- 
tance is recommended for consideration regarding repair and maintenance: 
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5em_ 

a) Equipment 
2 mobile repair and 
maintenance workshop units 

b) Fellowship!: two local 
mechan ice in the donor 
country (3 m/m each) 

c) Two experts:organizat- 
ion and operation in 
repair and maintenance 
(3 m/m each) 

Total 

Amount 

US¿   30.000 

US  é     6.000 

US  i   15.000 

Possible sources of financlni 

UNIDO   V.C. 

UNIDO  T.X. 

S. I. S. 

US  Sf    51.000 
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8.   STRENGTHENING OF THE   EXISTING AGRICULTURAL  MACHINERY AND 
.nPLENENTS DESIGN, ADAPTATION AND TESTING SECTIONS OF LDCs 

rengthening <<•' Agrie Juna'  Machinery Section of a developing country,   would 
help in t-ansfoim ng it into an industry oriented national institution with expertiese and 
infrastructure competent to meet the regional requirement in future.  The design,   deve' 
lopment and adapt at m-i activiti.-s of such section should be developed primarily to suit 
the manufacturing programme and local conditions and to assist the country to become 
seif-r jlian¡   n matters of engineering,   design and development,  both in respect of im- 
proving K < al available designs and adaptation of technologies obtain from abroad.Even 
a basi'  design ni  i machine is available,  it requires to be suitably modified and altered 
to suit the .ocal conditions and manufacture and trial of prototypes.   All these activities 
do need adequati, engineering capabilities. Therefore, these activities should consist of 
establishing not only the physical facilities, but also programmes for training local per- 
sonnel in engineering techniques. 

8. 1 In the beginning,   it may be necessary 

i)      to identify items which need manufacture, 
ii)      to analyse existing facilities,  and 
iii)      to formulate projects for implementation. 

The design,  development and adaptation programme may, therefore, be 
integrated with a manufacturing plans or/treated as an independent activity depending 
on the heeds of a country. 

8. 2        Quality control 

Quality control and periormance evaluation is another essential part of any 
induatrialisation programme.  It serves both the manufacturer and the customer by 
ensuring that the product confirms to its design specification and performance charac- 
teristics       Laboratory and field tests show how the designs should be altered.   The 
quality control activities embraces different aspects of enterprise development as it 
involves an engineering approach to the problems of design, adaptation and assembly/ 
manufacture. 

It is suggested that this activity be initiated as a cooperative programme bet- 
ween the National Agricultural Machinery Section and Agricultural Machinery Institute 
of a developing country,  with active support and participation by UNIDO. 

8.3        Financing 

The details of the magnitude and source of financing (UNDP country programmi- 
ing ,  IPF,  UNIDO Voluntary Con tributions and UNIDO Regular Programme) may be 
worked out after this project concept is accepted by the Government. 

If the above project proposal is acceptable in principle,   a draft project  data 
sheet for a pre-project activity (project formulation mission) as detailed   in the second 
part of this study may be prepared and submitted to UNIDO. 
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9.   PILOT DEMONSTRATION   OF AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS AND 
MACHINERY HIRING STATION 

Pilot demonstration ot agricultural tractors and machinery hiring itati on with 
stationary workshop and mobile units for integrated repair and maintenance activities 
would heir in rehabilitation of domestic resources (existing tractor and machinery pool 
and workshop facilities) and transformation of the same into a commercially viable pilot 
demonstration activity through UNDP/UNIDO supplementary assistance. 

9. 1 Some of the Least Developed Countries have imported a number of tractors, 
implements,  machinery,   engines, pumps and allied equipments. 

A significant number of these remain idle due to lack of repair and maintenance 
facility and spare parts supply.  In case of those which are working,  it has been noted 
that the effective utilisation (in terms of number of hours used,  area covered,  number 
of operations undertaken) is very low.  From a national economy point of view, there- 
fore,  all efforts for better utilisation of agricultural machinery should be promoted. In 
addition,  setting up of a tractor hiring section at a judicious level may also be neces- 
sary.    In order to facilitate optimum utilisation of high horse power,  sophisticated and 
complex tractors within the frame work of existing land ceiling and tenancy acts, it is 
necessary to introduce institutional changes within the country. Promotion of tractor 
hiring together with repair and maintenance facilities and introduction of rural credit 
and management is,  therefore,  a desirable step. 

9.2        The proposed project is a step to initiate such activity in the public sector 
(Ministry of Agriculture) on a pilot demonstration basis, which may be further promoted 
in the private sector.   The project aims at the consolidation of existing facilities and 
modest expansion through supplementary assistance.  Based on the experience gained 
through local manpower,  technical training could be enlarged.  Similar projects could 
be duplicated in appropriate rural areas at a later date. 

9.3 The Implementation of work programme mainly depends upon domestic 
resources,  technical personnel and UNDP/UNIDO supplementary assistance which acts 
as a catalyst in effective organisation of a tractor and machinery hiring system with 
integrated repair and maintenance activities.   Diverse activities are involved In this 
programme vie training of personnel,  spare parts manufacture,   selection and operation 
of specialised tools,   mabhlne rebuilding and technical organisation.  In certain cases, 
allied machinery such as crawler tractors and heavy earthmovlng and road-construction 
equipment may be included with agricultural machinery and Implements in the maintenan- 
ce programme. 

9.4 The supplementary assistance for the stationary workshop for repair and 
maintenance will depend upon the extent of existing facilities.  A comprehensive will 
depend upon the extent of existing facilities.    A comprehensive workshop may consist 
of a main workshop with office,   repair shed with mono-rail and platform, store house 
for oil and other storages. Such a mobile shop should be equiped with fast moving spare 
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parti,  equipment and facilities for repair "in situ" and capable personnel.   In addition 
to a pilot tractor and machinery hiring icheme, the work programme could consist of 

teating and repairing of engines,   and other     omplicated componenti, fuch 
aa tran« mis fi on,   final drive,  etc 

tool room,   machine shop,  welding,   loi g    g etc. ,   together with testing and 
laboratory facilities; and 

effective  jmergency repair and maintenance at the farm level in rural k»eas. 

9.6        If the above project ia acceptable in principle by the Government,   a draft project 
data sheet for a pre-project activity (project formulation miasion) haa been suggested 
aa an example in part two of this study. 
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10.   WORKSHOP 

10. 1       Frcm the liât of selected  Least Developed Countries (LDC) it is observed that 
the population engaged in agriculture in these countries vary from  75% to <)0%    Since 
the requirements of these countries are different,   specific details cannot be prepared 
till we identify the country's requirements by personal visit and discussions    However 
the general requirements of these countries have been discussed in chapter C.      This 
chapter on workshop has been written in arnodular way and the concerned country 
can select the appropri ate modules and prepare  its own feasibility report with the help 
of UNIDO expert.    The use of the modular approach is illustrated with examples. 

The workshop modules haveJseen prepared with a view: 

1) to help in the fabrication of agricultural tool« and equipments; 

2) to help in the repair of the tools and equipments with minimum wastage 
of farmers' time; 

3) to help in the involvement of maximum number of people in this project. 

10. 2       The workshops modules have been discussed in three different levels: 

LEVEL-1    Elementary level workshop is capable of manufacturing only the agricultural 
hand tools.     They can also do the repair works on agricultural tools and 
implements. 

LEVEL-II   Medium level workshop is capable of manufacturing all the agricultural 
hand tools and some simple implements.    They can do most of the repair 
works. 

KEVEL-III  Central Workshop is capable of m anuí acturing all the agricultural tools 
and implements under consideration. 

The capacity of each elementary level workshop should be kept to a minimum 
and the number of such workshops should be as many as possible.    It is preferable to 
have at least one workshop in each village so that the farmers cat. get the minor re- 
pairs done within the village. 

The medium level workshop should be located in some important places pre- 
ferably having electric supply.     They should be easily approachable from the neighbour- 
ing villages.    The capacity of this workshop will depend on the demand of the region 
as well as on the capacity of other workshops in that region.    There will be one Central 
Workshop for eac region.    All the medium and elementary level workshops will be 
under the direct supervision of the central workshop of that region.    The number of 
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such regions  should be  selected on the  basis of demand of the country,   geography of 
the country and the mear.s of transportation available. 

The Central Workshop will act as the industrial nucleus   of the region and should 
have the responsibility of providing raw materials,  spare parts,  technical know-how 
and training to medium and elementary level workshops.    The elementary and medium 
level workshops may get some work from the central workshop.     However, they should 
not expect to get work from the central workshop to their full cepacity.     At most 25% 
of the capacity of elementary and medium level workshops can be utilised by the jobs 
of the central workshop.    The remaining capacity of the workshops should be utilised 
in repair work and to meet the local demands.     The schematic diagram of the work- 
shops of one region is shown in Figure   1.    The basic operations required in the work- 
shops are shown in Tablt 3 

Table  1 

List of facilities recommended for elementary level workshop« 

1. Forging 
2. Drilling 
3. Grinding 
4. Wood-working 

Table 2 

List of facilities recommended for medium level workshops. 

1. Forging 
2. Drilling 
3. Grinding 
4. Wood-working 
5. Sheet-metal working 
6. Welding. 

Table 3 

List of basic operations required in the Central Workshops 

1. Forging 
2. Drilling 
3. Grinding 
4. Wood-working 
5. Sheet-metal working 
6. Welding 
7. Turning 
8. Boring 
9. Milling 

10. Snapping/Planing 
11. Sawing. 
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E -   Elementary Level workshop 
M - Medium level workshop 
C - Central workshop 

Figure-1.  A typical regional plan of different level» of workshops. 

The operations listed In Table 3 can be performed in various ways- some re 
quire only manual labour with simple non-powered implemetstsaandtlthe tithes, require 
sophisticated machine«.    These are shown as modules under each category     Each 
module show, the operation,   approximate working floor »rea.  approximate cost of the 
machine and manpower requirement.    The cost of a machine will very widely dependln« 
on specifications.    Here, we have shown the price range, for the simplest machines 
and moderately sophisticated machines highly sophisticated machines are not considered 
because of their exorbitent prices. 
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All the operations  listed in Table   1 may be performed manually without the 
aid of electricity with some limitations,   of course.    However,   if the electric supply 
is available,   some of the operations should be done electrically.     The operations  listed 
in Table  2 may also be performe-d without the aid of electricity.     However,   it is pre- 
ferable to have the medium level workshops in places having electric supply.     The cen- 
tral workshop is recommended to have all the facilities listed in Table  3.     This work- 
shop cannot run without electrical power.     This point must be taken into account during 
Bite selection.    The Central Workshop will need additional floor area for the stores 
and administrative office.    This may be assumed to be about  10% of theshop floor area 
in the preliminarv report. 

In addition to the operators shown in the modules,   the Central Workshop will 
also have other administrative and supervisory staff as well as unskilled helper» for 
smooth running of the workshop.   Thus,   the manpower requirement of the entire work- 
shop * 11 comprise of the number of operators (as found from the modules),   number 
of hH;„-rs and the  supervisory staff.    A general organizational chart is shown in 
Figure 2.    However,   the number of supervisors will depend on the number of operators 
and helpers.    The number of helpers; is determined from the requirement of the entire 
workshop.    Usually a ratio of 1:2 is maintained by unskilled workers to skilled and semi. 
• killed workers.     The ratio of operators and helpers to supervisory staff is usually 
maintained to 12: 1.    Thus,   the total manpower requirement of the workshop can be 
estimated. 

10. 3      Workshop superintendent 

The workshop superintendent will be responsible for smooth operation of the 
entire workshop.     He will be assisted by Foreman,   Stores Officer,   Liaison Officer 
and Accounts Officer.    The foreman is responsible for executing the works in the 
shops.    Stores officer is responsible for procurement of raw materials and despatch 
of finished products.     He should maintain adequate inventory of raw materials.    He is 
also responsible for distribution of raw materials to Elementary and Medium level 
workshops.    The Liaison Officer is responsible for coordinating the activities of the 
different Elementary and Medium level workshops.    He should arrange for the training 
of the people from  small workshops.    He is also to help small workshops in their 
planmng of activities.    Accounts Officer is responsible for keeping the accounts up to 
date and to prepare costing of the items produced.      He is also responsible for dis- 
bursement of wages and salaries. 

The medium level workshops also need one or more supervisors depending on 
the number of operators.    An accounts clerk is also required for proper maintenance 
of accounts and records.    For the elementary level workshops the accounting work Is 
done by an operator in consultation with the accounts clerk of nearby medium level 
workshop. 

10.4      Use of module s 

The feasibility report for workshops can be prepared from the modules by 
following the procedures shown here. 

StoP-1  First identify the products to be manufactured in the workshop.   Prepare a 
bill of materials for each product.    (This of course,  needs the technical details of the 
manufacturing process). 
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Sie p. 2 From the bill of materials identify the purchased components (or supplied 
by central workshop in ca*e of elementary and medium level workshops) and 
manufactured components.   Whether a component is to be purchased or 
manufactured depends on economic factors which are influenced by local condi- 
tions.    For any specific country this selection can be made by any standard 
procedure. 

Step-3 For each manufactured component identify the operations required.  (This 
also needs the technical details of the manufacturing process of the compo- 
nents) 

Step-4 Now select the modales (one or more units) for these operations.    The most 
economical selection of the modules can be made for any specific country 
by any standard procedure.    To avoid complicacy, the optimum selection 
procedure is not included in this report; it may be supplied on request. 

After selection of the modules the project report can be made very easily 
as is shown in the following ^xamples.    However,   this project report is only a 
preliminary report to give a guideline.    A final detailed project report must be prepared 
before implementation.    All the machines shown in this report can be supplied by 
several Indian industries; a list of these industries can be supplied on request.   Re- 
garding sources of raw materials the concerned country should have its own Infor- 
mation.    The costs in Ind an Rupees shown here are approximate with respect to 
present Tnd'an condition *nd thi f may vary from time to time. 

Example -1 

First,   let us consider an elementary level workshop to be located in a place 
having no electric supply.    It was observed that all the operations listed in Table  1 
are required.    Thus,  we select the modules Forge -1,   Furnace-1,  Drill-1,   Grind-1 
and Wood-1. 

Table 

Module 
No. 

No of 
units. 

Floor area 

  

Cost of 
modules 

m anpowe 
Skd. 

r           re 
S. Skd. 

qui rem e nt 
U. Skd. 

Forge -1' 1 80 sq.   ft. Rs.   1500/- 0 1 1 

Furnace -1 1 20 sq.   ft. Rs.     500/- 0 0 0 

Drill-1 1 20 sq.  ft. Rs.     500/- 0 1 0 

Grind-1 1 20 sq.  ft. Rs.   1000/- 0 1 0 

Wobd-1 1 100 sq.  ft. Rs.   3000/- 0 1 1 

Skd •Skilled. S. Skd - Semi skilled.                    U. Skd •   Wnski lied 
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For the workshop shed we select Bamboopanel,  Earthen floor,   wooden frame 
and G.I. roof.    The floor area of the shed,  as read from Table -4,   Is 240 sq.ft. 
This gives a panel area of about 560 sq. ft.    Thus,  the cost of the shed is Rs. 1. 00 x 
560 + Re.   1. 00 x 240 + Rs. 2. 50 x 240 + 2. 50 x 240 = 2000. 00 

Cost of machines = Rs.   1500.00 + Rs. 500.00 + Rs.  500.00 + Rs. 1000.00 . 
+   Rs.3000.00 
=    Rs.6500.00 

Installation cost of the machines is about 10% of the cost of the machines.    Thus,   in- 
stallation cost is Rs.  ¿50. 00.    A typical layout of this workshop is shown in Figure 
3. 

Total floor area 

Cost of the shed 

Cost of the machines 

Cost of installation 

240 sq.  ft. 

Rs.   2000.00 

Rs.   6500.00 

Rs.      650.00 

i—H—r 
WOOD . WOOD 

WORKING 

> 
o 

CI 

1 

FURNACE   ,     FORGING 

ÎTG        '( DRILLING       IGRINDTNG 

I 

Figure - 3. A plan for an elementary level workshop 
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Manpower requirement 

Facilities required 

Raw materials 

Total project cost 

Working capital 

4 semi skilled and 2 unskilled 

water,  electricity (if available) 

work blanks,  coal 

Ri.   9150. 00* 

depends on country 

*      The costs shown here are according to present Indian market condition which may 
change from time to time. 

Example -2 

Here we consider a medium level workshop located in a place having electric 
supply.    Based on the workload of the workshop we select the following modules: 
Forge-1,   Furnace-1,  Drill-2,  Drill-3,  Grind-2,   Wood-2,  Sheet-2.  Weld-1.  Weld-2 

Table - 5 

Module 
No. 

No. of 
units. 

Flo ar area Cost of 
modules 

manpower        requirement 
Skd.         S. Skd.        U. Skd. 

Forge-1 2 160 sq. ft. Rs.   3000/- 0 2 2 

Furnace -1 1 20 sq. ft. Rs.     500/. 0 0 0 

Drill-2 I 20 sq. ft. Rs.   lOOO/- 0 1 a 
Drill-3 1 25 sq. ft. Rs.   7000/- 0 1 0 

Gr i nd. ?. 1 20 sq. ft. Rs.   3000/- 0 1 0 

Wood. 7 1 100 sq. ft. Rs.lOOOO/- 1 0 1 

Sheet.t 1 100 sq. ft. Rs. lOOOO/- 0 E 1 

Weld.l 1 150 sq. ft. Rs.      500/- 1 0 0 

Weld-* 1 150 sq. ft. 

em i -Skilled 

Rs.   6000/. 1 0 0 

Skd-Ski lied : S. Skd. S u. Skd. Unskilled. 

For the workshop shed we select Brick wall,  Concrete floor.   Wooden frame and G.I. 
roof.    The floor area of the shed is 745 sq. ft. which will give a wall area of 1550 sq. ft. 
and 10" thick.    This gives about 1300 eft. wall.  4" thick floor gives about 248 eft. of 
cement concrete.    Thus the cost of the shed is 

Us. 12. 00 x 1300 +Rs. 16.00 x 248 +Rs.2. 50 x 745 + Rs.2. 50 x 745 
a Rs. 23298. UO = Rs. 23, 300.00 

Cost of the machines: 
Rs.  3000. 00 + Rs. 500. 00 + Rs. 1000. 00 + Rs. 7000. 00 + Rs.  3000. 00 
+ Rs. 10000. 00 + Rs.   10000. 00 + Rs.  500 + Rs. 6000. 00 
* Rs. 41000. 00 
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Installation coat of the machine« is about 10% of the coat of the machines.    Thua, 
installation cost is Rs.  4100. 00. 

The project report is summarised as 

Total floor area 

Cost of the shed 

Cost the machines 

Cost of installation 

Manpower requirement 

Facilities 

Raw materials 

Total project cost 
Working capital 

750 sq. ft. 

Rs.   23300.00 

Rs. 41000.00 

Rs.     4100.00 

3 Skd.,  5 S.Skd., 4 U.Skd. + 
1 Supervisor + 1 Accounts Clerk. 
Water,   Electricity 

work blanks,  electrodes,  coal 
cylinder gas. 
Rs. 68400.00* 
depends on country 

* The costs shown here are according to present Indian market condition 
which may change from time to time. 

Specimen medium level workshop 

10.5      As an illustration this detailed project report of a Medium Level workshop is 
shown here.    Since the wage structure and cost of raw materials vary widely ' 
country to country,  this report is prepared in respect of the Indian conditions.    ...is 
will act only as a guideline for preparation of project reports for other countries. 
Besides,  the manufacturing times,  shown against the different implements are also not 
actual; these are only some rough estimates.   These timings are shown for explaining 
the methodology.   However,  during preparation of the final report of any country 
the machine timings and other local conditions should be taken into account. 

Products selected for manufacture in this workshop are shown in Table 6. 
Figure 4 shows the sketches of some of the products; the sketches of the other products 
»re shown in the plates given elsewhere.    Table 7 shows the different operations for 
the products along with the approximate time of each operation.    In this report the pro- 
ducts are selected arbitrarily.    In any final report the selection of the products should 
depend on the local market,  the capability of the workshop and the integrated plan of 
manufacture In the country.    The volume of production is also related with the local 
conditions.    First,  the volume of production and the number of machines are selected 
such that most of the machines are fully utilised.    Later, by applying Linear Pro- 
gramming and Post-optimality analysis the number of machines and the volume of 
production for economic operation are determined.    In this report however,  this was 
not done as this Is only an Illustrative report. 
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Fig. 4f. 
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Table 6.    List of products to be manufactured with approxi- 
mate price and requirement of raw material«. 

Product and 
app. price 

Volume of 
production 

100 per day 

Raw materials Use of the 
product 

Chopper 
S 1.20 

M.S. plate and 
wood 

Harvesting 

Sickle 
9 1.00 

100 per da/ M.S.  rod and 
wood 

Harvesting 

Garden Shears 
$ 3.00 

100 per day M.S. plate and 
wood 

Gardening 

Hand hoe 
S 2.00 

100 per day M.S. plate and 
wood 

Weeding 

Fodder cutter 
$ 50. 00 

2 per day M.S.  angle, rod and 
carbon steel plate 

Fodder 
cutting 

Mouldboard 
Plough 
S 20.00 

2 per day Cast iron,  carbon 
steel plate and 
wood 

Land 
preparation 

Bladed harrow 
$ 20.00 

1 per day carbon steel 
plate and wood 

Land 
preparation 
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Chopper 

Sickle 

Garden 
Shear 

Hand hoe 

Table 7.     The different operation« for the product« and 
and the approximate tizne of operation«. 

Press 
Wood      Bend Cut 

Shear      Grind      Forge      work      A» »em.      Turn     Weld     Drill 

1 2 

2 

3 

9 

7 

14 

4 

4 

12 

Fodder 
Cutter 

12+ 
90 

60 S+    ¿0 
60 

Mould Board   2 
Plough 

Bladed 
Harrow 

240 

240 

Tim« shown Is In minutes 

Break-up capital expenditures: 

In U.S. Dollars 

One Shearing machine 6000. 00 

Two grinders (pedastai type) 1000.00 

Two mechanical forging machines 30000.00 

Two wood working machines 2500.00 

One centre lathe 8000. 00 

Welding set 1000. 00 

One ball press 500. 00 

Four country type furnace k 8 anvlli 1200. 00 

Miscellaneous 2000. 00 

Buildings 16000. 00 

Installation of machines and facili 5000. 00 
ties and office furnitures 

Total    73000.00 
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Break-up of running capital: 

Monthly • alary of »tail 3070.00 

Monthly consumption of utilities, coal 500.00 

Coat of raw materFala for one month 10000. 00 
(assuming a lead time of one month) 

Total 15570.00 

Requirement of Utilities: 

Electrical   - 100 KVA,  440 V,  3 phase,  50 herts supply. 

Water - 10,000 litres per day. 

Table 8 ihowa the manpower requirement for each operation aa well as for 
other supervisory works.    The cost of labours is also shown in details in Tabi« 8. 

A general sketch of the workshop and the ground plant of the workshop are shown In 
Figures 5 and 6 respectively. 

Table 8.    Manpower requirement 

aemi 
3k Ule d skilled Unskilled 

Forging 8 

Shearing - 1 

Grinding - 2 

Woodworking 2 5 

Turning 1 

Welding 1 

Drilling - 1 

Assembly 1 

Supervisors for workshop 

8 

Pay 

S 70 x 8 + f 50 x 8 
= f 960.00 

S 70.00 

170x2=1 140.00 

190x2+170x5 
+ 1 50 x 3 
= $ 680. 00 

$ 90.00 

$ 90 +150 
= * M0.00 

$ 70.00 

f 90 +9 50 
• * 140.00 

$ 120x2 
• S 240.00 
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Stores Supervisor 1 $ 100.00 

Stores assistant 1 1    70.00 

Office clerk 1 $    70.00 

Office Attendant 2 I    50 x 2 
= S  100.00 

Manager (plant fc office) 1 $ 200.00 

Fig. 5. 

Ill 



»I » 

!.. e 

"Il El S    fl .El 

Legends of the ground plan: 

1. Stores (Incoming) 13. 
2. Stores (outgoing) 14. 
3. Stores assistant's cabin 15. 
4. Powered hacksaw 16. 
5. Shearing machine 17. 
6. Country type furnace 18. 
7. do 19. 
8. do 20. 
9. do 21. 

10. Grinding machine 22. 
11. do 23. 
12. Or tiling machine 

Ball press 
Centre lathe 
Supervisor's cabin 
Place for assembly and welding 
Wood working tables 

do 
Wood working machine 

do 
Supervisor's cabin 
Toilet. 
Cafeteria 

Fig. 6. 
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i   rvinc^G     I 

o 0 A 
Monuni Ricunrtic Hydraulic 'fcclvuiool 

80 sq. ft. 100 sq.ft. 100 sq.ft. 80 sq.ft. 

¡*  1500 FJ. 5OOOO 
to 

n% 200000 

fe5OOOO 
to 

FA 200000 

i 

,«0000 
to 

R% 150000 

1 S.Skd. 
1 U.Skd. 

1 S.Skd 
1 U.Skd 

1 S.Skd. 
1 U.Skd 

1 S.Skd 
1 U.Skd. 

8kd - skilled,    S.Skd   - semiskilled}     U.Skd - unekillod. 

vim [HACE     ; 

i 
-   1 

1 ! 
3od fired 
/ountty type 

Cetil fired Oil firod Elaotrio 

20 sq.ft. 20 sq.  ft. 30 sq.ft 20 sq.ft. 

R9.5OO fi. 5000 
to 

r«.5003 

riî.5000 

fi* 7OOO 

F* 8000 

r* 10000 

0 0 0 0 

Fig   7  Furnace modules 

For manual forging there is a limitation on size and production rate.    However, this 
process requires very little capital investment and is recommended for elementary 
level workshops.    Medium level workshops may also have it If the work pieces.    The 
unskilled helper In the forging operation will look after the furnace. 
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DRILLING 

Manual Portable 
Electric 

• 

Bench 
Drill 

• 

Radial 
Drill 

20 sq.  ff. 20 sq.ft. 25 sq. ft 50 sq.ft 

te. 5 00 Rs.500 
to 

Rs.200t 

Rs. 5000 
to 

Rs.10000 

Rs. 60000 
to 

Rs. 100000 

1  S.Skd. 1 S.Skd 1 S.Skd 1. S.Skd. 

Fig. 8. Modules for drilling operation 

Manual drilllag is available only for soft metal and upto 6 mm dia.    This 
usually,   should be avoided.    One portable electric drill is very handy and should be 
kept in each workshop.    Bench drills are usually sufficient for medium level workshops. 
Radial drill can be kept only in the central workshop if it is justified by workload. 

Manual 

20 sq.  ft. 

Rs.1000 

1 S.Skd 

Pedastal 

?0 sq.  ft. 

Rs. 2000 
to 

Rs. 5000 

1  S.Skd 

Tool and 
Cutter 
Gri nder 

30 sq.  ft. 

Rs. 50000 

1  Skd. 

Fig.  9. Modules for grinding operation 

The manual grinder can be used in places having no electric supply.    However, 
pedastai grinders are recommended for usual work.   The central workshop must have 
a Tool and Cutter Grinder.    The elementary and medium level workshops will have 
their tool and cutter ground from the central workshop. 
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.OOirORKIX 

I 

Manual Universal 
'".W.  ifaohine 

100 sq.ft 100 sq. ft. 

Ra. 3000 Ra.  10000 

1 S.Skd 
1 U.Skd. 

1  Skd 
1 U.Skd. 

Fig. 10. Modules for woodworking operation 

Manual wood working is recommended for elementary level workshops. 
Universal wood working machines are recommended for central workshops. Medium 
level workshop may opt for either manual or universal machines depending on the 
work load. 

SHEET: ZTAL 

Manual 
country type 

60 sq.  ft. 

R3.100 

L 
1 S.Skd. 
1 U.Skd. 

ftfonual 
Machines 

100 sq.ft. 

Pa. 10000 

1  S.Skd 
1 U.Skd. 

Powrred 
;.*• chines 

150 sq.ft. 

Ra. 75000 

1  S.Skd. 
1 U.Skd. 

Fig. 11. Modules for sheet metal working 

In the sheet metal working modules we have considered the shearing, bending 
and forming operations. The manual operation needs only hand shear, hammer, some 
form tools and hand tools. There is a limitation in the thickness of the sheets. These 
are recommended for light work. Powered machines are recommended for heavy duty 
work 
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WILDING 

Gas 
welding 

Electric 
Arc «elding 

- 

Diesel Aro 
w.ldlng 

150 sq.ft. 150 sq.ft. 150 sq.ft. 

Rs. 500 Rs. 5000 
to 

Rs.10000 

Rs. 12000 
to 

Rs, 1S000 

1 Skd. 1 Skd. 1 Skd« 

  

Fig.  12. Welding modules 

Gas welding is recommended for places requiring both welding and cutting 
and having less work.    Places requiring heavy duty welding as well as cutting are 
recommended to have both gas and electric arc welding facilities.    Places not having 
electricity may have either gas welding or diesel arc welding depending on the work 
load. 

TUHNI.V, 

1  -         I 
r.. .1 I 

Small 
Centre 
Lathes 

digger 
Ontr : 
Lathes 

Turret 
Lathes 

40 sq. -ft. 70 sq.   ft. 70 sq.  ft. 

Rs. 20000 
to 

Rs. 3OOOO 

Rs.  35000 
to 

Rs.   70000 

Rs.  60OOO 
to 

Rs. 100000 

1 Skd. 1   Fkd. 1  Skd. 

  

Fig. 13. Modules for turning operation 

The choice of turret lathe depends on the work load and may only be made 
after careful time-study.    If overlapping operations are needed to optimize the time 
and cost,  a turret lathe Is an essential option whereas for other purposes ordinary 
centre lathe would be sufficient. 
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ALLING 

Horizontal Vertical 

40 sq.ft. 40 sq.ft. 

Rs. 50000 

Rs» 70(00 

Rs.  50000 
to 

Rs.   70000 

1 Skd. 1   Skd. 

Universal 

¿0 sq.ft. 

RS. 75000 
to 

Rs. 100000 

1  Skd. 

Fig.  14. Modules for milling operation 

th. naJ.h'„n:írto\':":.,he hor,"niai an" v",icai ^^ m"hi-" d'-">" « 

BORING 

1 
1 ~1 

Horizontal 
" ' J  

V;-ti cal 

80 sq.  ft. 80 sq.   ft. 

Rs. 150000 
to 

Rs. 25 0000 

Rs. 15 0000 
to 

Rs. 2 5 0000 

1  Skd. 1  Skd. 

Fig. 15. Modules for boring operation 

A medium scale workshop should have a shaping machine. For the larger 
workshops It is suggested to install both the shaping and planing machines and one 
operator may run both the machines if the work load is too much. 
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SAWING 

Ifanual Powered 
hack saw 

Povi'. red 
band/curcular 
saw 

Universal 
(DOALI type) 

20 sq.ft 20 sq.ft 20 sq.ft 40 sq.ft. 

F3.5XX) Rs. 5000 Rs.  10000 Rs.50000 

1 S.Skd. 1  S.Skd. 1 S.Skd. 1  Skd. 

Fig. 16. Modules for sawing 

Manual sawing is a must for every workshop.    Powered saws are recommended 
for heavy duty work.    The selection of a particular type of machine depends on the 
nature of work.    However,   the universal type of cutting machine is a costly machine 
and its purchase should be justified by the work load. 

SHAPING/ 
PLANUM 

1 "1 
Shaping Planing 

30 sq.ft 80 sq.ft 

Rs.10000 
to 

Rs. 15000 

Rs. 40000 
to 

Rs. 60000 

1 Skd 1  Skci. 

Fig. 17. Modules for Shaping/Planing 

The selection between the horizontal and vertical ones depends mainly on the 
size and weight of the work piece.     However,   as both the machines are costly,   a 
careful consideration is needed before purchasing the same. 
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V.'ORKSHOF 
SKED 

Foundation and 
aide wall 

Floor 

Earthen 
floor 

Rs 1/cq.ft. 

Cernant c. n- 
conicrete 
floor 

Ra.l6/cft 

À oí 

Trntche-c! 
rr f 

R3 1.50/sq.fi 

Corrugated 
GI/isbest~f" 
roof. 

R?.2.50/sq.ft 

Structure 

ïï:o-;9n 
fiTiriO 

Steol 
frane 

i> z."0 
rq.ft. 

í,.12/r.q.ft 

Fig. 18. Modules for workshop shed. 

Steel frame,   if used,   should be prefabricated and they need only be assembled 
at sight.    Other operations can be performed at sight.  Most of the operations can be 
done with two semi-skilled operators and two unskilled helpers.    However,  the wo"k 
can be speeded up with additional manpower.    Except for large workshop sheds no 
special machines like concrete mixer are required. 
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11.   TRAINING 

Agriculture formi the backbone of the economy of LDC's.    Any programme for 
the development of this economy should inevitably include a programme for the improve- 
ment of agriculture.    One of the ways by which agricultural production can be increased 
In through progressive use of modern agricultural machinery and improved farming 
techniques.    This has been well realised and use of farm machinery is steadily in- 
creasing.    But agricultural engineering being a relatively new venture in these countries 
there is a lack of knowledge and experience in proper operation and maintenance of 
farm machinery and also In the selection of machines and implements to suit various 
farming conditions.    This has resulted In non-utilisation of these to the fullest extent. 
Frequent breakdowns, unskilled use of the machines and Inadequate knowledge of 
techniques used In the farming often do not permit deriving of best advantages from the 
use of machines.    Therefore,  training of technicians in the selection,  operation and 
maintenance of farm machinery ts of great Importance.    This type of training will also 
be beneficial to employees of Government departments engaged In agricultural engineer- 
ing pursuits. 

11.1. Courses 

Training In India would cover the following courses: - 

i)   Research, development and testing of farm machines and equipment. 

Theory and Practice 

Objectives of farm mechanisation, progress of mechanisation in India and 
other countries,  its scope and limitation,   selection of farm machinery and 
farm safety. 

Working principles,  operation,  adjustments, maintenance and repair of diffe- 
rent types of plows harrows,   cultivators,  tillers,  rotary tillers, fertilisera 
application equipment,   seed drills, crop planting machines; row crop culti- 
vation equipment, grain harvesting machinery (movers,  reapers, binders, 
threshers combines,  ensilage cutters, et«) miscellaneous equipment vU, 
seed cleaning and grading machines,  sprayers and dusters. 

li)   Field operation and practice of farm machinery 

Field operation of the above machines, diagnosis of implements, field troublas 
and remedies, daily maintenance and upkeep,  etc. 
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iii)   Prime movers 

Development of farm machines,  equipment and tools,  Ita scop« and limita- 
tions, factors to be conslil-red for their selection.    Different assembly cont- 
rols, instruments and their function; safety precaution. 

Iv)   Survey and irrigation 

Construction details and operation principles of different types of pumps, 
selection of pumps and simple calculations on discharge, power requirements 
and cost of Irrigation of pumping set troubles In pumps,  their causes and 
remedies. 

v)   Manufacture 

The training will include in various operations from raw material to the 
finished product.    It will also Include operation of workshop,  Its machinery, 
foundry,  carpentry and heat treatment . 

vl)   Management, production and distribution 

vii)   General visit to industry,   agro-service centres and processing plants. 

11.2   Medium of instruction 

The training would be imparted In English.    Trainees should therefore,  be able 
to understand and express in engllsh language. 

11.3       Discipline 

During the period of the training the trainees will be under the direct control of 
the Director of Training and will be governed by the guidelines prepared by UNIDO. 

11.4   Social activities 

The trainees would be given opportunity to participate In social and cultural 
programme, organized from time to time.    This may Include visit to places of 
Interest. 

11.5 Requirements 

The trainess must be of sound physique and must be prepared to do all type of 
work In the field and workshop.  The real requirement for training Is a genuine love for 
farm machinery, ability to think "on the job" and willingness to work. 

11.6 Boarding and lodging 

This would be provided in the hostels or guest houses in the Universities located 
away from big cities and towns and In good hotels In other places. 
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11.7 Ce r tifíete 

On .ucc.ful completion of the training cour.e,  ..ch train.« would be .warded 

a certificate. 

11.8 Duration of training 20-25 week. 

11.9 Number of  train.« I» *>*<* ot 12 trainee.. 

,,   ,Ä    . .      .    „n. $ 1250 per month for a batch of 12 includ- 
11. 10 ^pj-oxteìaU^o^ burnii tr.r.1. but «ciudi«. Internatio.* 

travel. 
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12.   TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS' 

The different kind of equipments for variom cultural operations and the kind 
of power required to operate them have been discussed earlier under the various head of 
implements and machines.    These canbe divided under the following categories: 

i)   hand tools 
ii)   bullock drawn implements 

iii)   manually operated machines 
iv) power driven machines 
f) prime mover (tractors,  power tillers, diesel engines and electric 

motors). 

In all the cases, it is proposed to supply the prototypes for initial testing to 
assess the suitability for local soils and agro'climatic conditions. For this, some 
of the minimum workshop machinery and testing equipment would be required. 

12. 1       in the second stage the production of prototypes2 of those found suitable can be 
taken up in the following order depending upon the technological development of different 
countries: 

i)   manufacture of hand tools with indigenous raw materials,  their testing and 
large scale field operations, 

ii)   manufacture of bullock drawn implements,  their testing and adaptation to 
local  agronomical practices, 

ili)   manufacture of more complicated manually operated machines, their evalua- 
tion and production,   and 

iv) manufacture of power operated equipment and to make them fit into the 
different cropping systems. 

12. 2      It is not proposed that the production of prime movers,   should  be taken up by 
any of these countries in the next few years in view of the high technology required 
to produce them and their number required may also be very small.     Unless a demand 
survey is undertaken and the manufacturing capacity clearly assessed,   these may be 
supplied from countries which are manufacturing them. 

1. See the enclosed list of implements,   their Indian specification and manufactures as 
appendix- 1. 

2. Foreign institutions which expressed interest in following work (appendix 2). 
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ADDRESSE;   OF ENGINE MANUFACTURERS 

1. Klrloskar Oil Engine« Limited, 
Elphinstone Road,  Kirkee, 
Poona-3 

2. Cooper Engineering Limited, 
Satara Road (South Central Rly) 
Maharashtra. 

3. P.S. G. Industrial Institute, 
Peeoamedu,  Coimbatore-4. 

4. Ganga Precision Industries, 
Avanashi Road, Pappanalc- 
Kenpalayam,   Coimbatore-18. 

5. Diesel Engineers, 
37, WaltaxRoad, 
Madras-1. 

6. Textool Company Limited, 
Branch Factory, 
Sunganallur Post, 
Coimbatore-5. 

7. Shriram Refrigeration Industries  Ltd., 
Bangalore, 
Township,  Hyderabad-37, 

8. Accumax Limited,  "Appeksha" 
Bhaktlnagar, Station Road, 
Rajkot (Gujarat) 

9. Sova Private Limited, 
Sundakkamuthur Road, 
Kunlamuthur Post 
Coimbatore-5 (Tamilandu) 

10. Madras Machine Tool Manufacturers 
Limited, 
8/146-B Rlchy Road, 
Slnganallur Post, 
Coimbatore-5. 

11. Klrloskar Oil Engines Limited, 
15/4 Milestone, Mathura Road, 
Farldabad (Haryana) 

12. Ruston and Hornby (India ) Ltd. , 
Chlnchwad, Poona-19. 

13. Velumani Engineering Industry 
9/ 1 Mettypalayam Road, Tudiyallur 
P.O.,    Coimbatore-11. 

14. The Maharashtra Cooperative Engi- 
neering Society Ltd. , 
Industrial Estate, Poona 
Bangalore Road, Shiroll, 
Kohlapur (Maharashtra) 

15. Krlshi Engines Ltd. , 
A-7 Unit,   Industrial Estate, 
Sanatnagar,  Hyderabad-5 00018 

16. India Casting Lt >. , 
Balkeshwar Road, 
Agra-282004 (UP) 

17. Sigil (India) Services Pvt.   Ltd., 
Bajuva,   Distt.  Baroda. 

18. Basant Industries, 
Opposite Mahapalika Check Poet, 
Nunihai,  Agra (UP) 

19. Sterling Machine Tools, 
Indra Mills, Compound 
Jeoni Mandi,  Agra (UP) 

20. Javahar Engineers Pvt Ltd., 
Javahar Estate, 
Sangamner Road, Shrirampur, 
Distt.  Ahmednagar. 

21. 

22. 

Bharat Electricals. 
37B,   Kanpur Industrial Development 
Cooperative Estate, 
Govind Nagar, 
Kanpur. 

Victor Diesel Industries, 
40/A Vellai Karattu Morambu, 
Magnisite MineB Post, 
Salem-5. 
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23. J. K.  Satoh Agricultural Machines Ltd. 
Mth Km/Stone, Kalpi Road 
(N.H. No. 25) Kanpur, 

24. Indian National Diesel Engine 
Company Limited, 
P-61 B,   Circular Garden Reach Rd., 
Calcutta-700043 

25. Patel Manufacturers, 
Ajl Industrial Estate, 
Post Box No.  510, 
Rajkot-3 (Gujarat) 

26. Rocket Engineering Corporation 
(Ahmedabad) Naroda Road, 
Saljpur Bogha-382345, 
Ahmedabad. 

Appendix - 2 

Organisations which expressed interest in the follow-up section, in each country. 

Bangla Desh 

Bhutan 

Egypt 

Ethiopia 

Fiji 

Haiti 

Indonesia 

Kenya 

Laos 

Lesotho 

Malaysia 

Bangladesh Machine Tool Factory,   Joydevpur,  District 
Dacca ,  Bangla Desh. 

Directorate of Agriculture, Ministry of Development, 
Royal Government of Bhutan,  Thlmpu,  Bhutan. 

Tractor and Farm Machinery Testing and Research 
Station, Ministry of Agriculture, Baccos, Alexandria. 

Extension and Project Implement at ion Department, 
P.O. Box 3824,  Addis Ababa. 

Nagan Engineering (Fiji Ltd.), Ba. ,  Suva, Fiji. 

Institute for Development of Agriculture and Industry, 
P.O.Box 1313,  Port-au-Prince. 

Directorate General of Basic Industry,  8, HI Gajah 
muda,  Djakarta. 

Metal Industry Development Centre, P. O. Box   113, 
Bandung. 

Agricultural Faculty , University of Nairobi. 

1)   LAO-Comme re lai Industry, 117, Phone Kheng Road, 
Vientiana. 

II)   Ministry of Planning and Cooperation. 

Thaba Boslu Project; Private Bag, Maseru. 

Farmers Organisation Authority, No. 6, Jslan 21/30, 
Pet al in g Jaya,  Kuala  Lumpur. 
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Nepgal 

Sir Lanka 

Sudan 

Tansania 

Uganda 

Upper Volta 

Agricultural Tools Factory Ltd., Birganj. 

State Hardware Corporation 9,  47th Lane A, Wallawatta, 
Colombo-6, 

Ministry of Industry It Mining,  P. O. Box 2184, Khartoum 

i)  Small Industriel Development Organisation,   P. O. 
Box 2476,   Dar-Es-Salam. 

ii)   Tanzania Agricultural Machinery Testing Unit, 
P. O. Box 20126,  Dar-Es-Salam. 

ill)   Ubango Farm Implements Manufacturing Company, 
P. O. Box 20126,   Dar-Es-Salam. 

Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Resources, P, O. 
Box 120,  Entebbe. 

Centre National de Perfectionnement des Artisan! 
Ruraux, B.P.367, Guagadougok. 
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PART II 
HOW TO OBTAIN UNIDO'S ASSISTANCE 





1. 

HOW TO OBTAIN UNIDOR ASSISTANCE 

Operational technical assistance activities 

Several countries have requested technical assistance aimed at the establish- 
ment and development of manufacturing and service facilities for agricultural 
machinery and implements,   with special reference to their linkage to the metal work- 
ing sector.     These requests are the result of the awareness of the developing countries 
of the need to manufacture equipment suited to local soil conditions and crop patterns, 
and to utilize the locally available resources to the fullest extent.     The developing 
countries are also interested in enhancing local engineering capabilities in design and 
adaptation and in establishing  suitable facilities for testing product performance.     It 
is also evident that the developing countries have placed emphasis on national repair 
and maintenance programmes.    Assistance in implementing these requests fall under 
the purview of UNIDO: 

^ Procedures 

Procedures for the submission of requests for assistance,   and the 
character of the requests themselves,  will vary from programme to programme, however, 
certain general procedures are'followed in all cases.    The  UNDP Resident Represen- 
tative,   the accredited representatives of the United Nations in matters of technical 
assistance,   will advise the Governments on these procedures. 

The following points should taken into consideration while requesting UNIDO 
assistance ; 

a) assistance is granted only at the request of Governments in a formal 
communication emanating from the central authorities (Governments 
establish their own priorities); 

b) a request may be formulated through the combined efforts of the national 
authorities and technical assistance experts including UNIDO staff members 
industrial development field advisers and the UNDP resident representa- 
tive; 

c) official requests normally contain a description of the project,   its objec- 
tives,  duration,   the number of experts,   the equipment required and the 
amount of local costs and counterpart contribution to be provided by the 
recipient Government; 

d)  in each of the developing countries,   a specific government department has 
been designated to coordinate the programme for technical assistance pro- 
vided by the United Nations.    The national authority so designated differs 
from country to country.    It m ay be the Ministry of External Affairs or the 
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Ministry of Planning.    Thlj office transmití all official request» that have 
obtained government approval to the UNDP Resident Representative in the 
respective country.    The  Resident Representative then transmits the 
official request to UNDP and UNIDO for examination and approval. 

e) upon receiving the request,   the resident representative conducts prelimi- 
nary negotiations with the requesting Government on the nature of the 
request and the source and availability of funds; 

f) requests for urgent short term assistance may be made under the SIS pro- 
gramme,  while medium-term,  advisory missions and pre-investment and 
pilot projects comprising provisions of experts,   fellowships and equipment 
can be financed from UNDP funds or other appropriate sources of finan- 
cing; 

g) UNIDO reviews and comments on the technical aspects of the request. If 
further information or revision is needed, arrangements may be made to 
assist Governments in revising the request; 

h)  recruitment of experts is undertaken by UNIDC in co-operation with 
Member States.     Recipient Government approve the proposed candidates 
prior to appointment.    In certain cases subcontracting is resorted to 
instead of individual recruitment. 

3. UNIDO technixa^assistance projeetjlatajheets 

A few specimen project data sheets relating to technical assistance to 
the agricultural machinery industry are presented here for reference and assistance to 
the developing countries to formulate  suitable technical assistance projects.    Each of the 
project data sheet provides for one or two experts for a relatively short duration.    If 
a team  of experts or equipment or fellowships are required,  the data sheets can be 
modified to include these requests. 

When a request is made for technical assistance,   the Government  is asked 
to supply background information relevant to the project and to justify the request. 

orde r: 
The specimen project data sheets appear in this study in the following 

1) Strengthening and expansion of agricultural machinery design, development, 
adaptation and testing activities; 

2) demonstration pilot engineering workshop for the assembly and manufacture 
of agricultural tools,   animal drawiimplements,  hand operated agricultural 
machines   and allied simple sheet, metal and metal fabricated products with 
repair and maintenance   activities; 

3) agricultural tractors and machinery hiring station with stationary work- 
shop and mobile units for integrated repairs and maintenance activities; 

4) expert in the manufacture of farm imolement and hand tools; and 

5) manufacture of farm machines and hand tools. 
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Example 

1.     Pr oppa al for UNIDO technical assistance 

1. Title of the project 

Strengthening and expansion of agricultural machinery deaign,  development, 
adaptation and testing activities. 

2. Objective 

To transform agricultural machinery development and testing activities into the 
industry oriented professional national institution with catalystic and nucleus activities 
in the development of engineering technical manpower.   This proposal is expected to 
lay the foundation for transforming the existing facilities into an integrated regional 
institute at a later date. Specifically the following are the main points of the present 
proposal: 

1. development of technical manpower in engineering design snd development 
capabilities; 

2. act as a catalyst in local manufacture of suitable products through active 
liaison with industry,  potential entrepreneurs; 

3. act as the nucleus for a national agricultural engineering professional 
society and manufacturers association anda centre for dissemination of 
technological information; 

4. assist the local small and medium scale manufacturers in product introduc- 
tion ,   diversification and production through technical service especially 
through provision of prototypes,   design and drawing standards,   material 
selection and heat treatment techniques, product performance,   evaluation 
and industrial and engineering technical service in industrial engineering 
and quality control;    and 

5. assist the Government in the formulation of national policies with respect to 
import,  manufacture,   marketing and development of infrastructure. 

3 Duration 

Four years (one year pre-project activies and three years operational activity). 

4. Highlights of the project 

This integrated project aims at the re-inforcing of the existing fat: i liti es 
(through provision of prototype workshop,   laboratory testing and quality control instru- 
ments and equipment, technological information material such as journals,   standards, 
literature,  etc. ) and strengthening of the existing technical manpower through provision 
of experts and fellowships and formulating an overall work programme.  This will not 
only facilitate existing set-up to be the nucleus of testing snd planned programme of 
present activities, but also supplement the activités for which there is a recognized need 
and a desire for expansion. 
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5. UNDP/UNIDO financing 

The possible lauree« of financing are UNDP country programming (IFF), 
Special Industrial Service« (SIS),  UNIDO Voluntary Contribution Finance« (UNIDO-VC) 
and UNIDO  Regular Programm« (UNIDO.RP) The detail« and source of financing may 
be worked out during the "Preproject Activity",  if thi« project concept Is acceptable to 
the Government. 

ÇEamnle 

2.     Proposal for UNIDO technical assistance 

1. Title of the project 

Demonlstration pilot engineering workshop for the as«embly and manufacture of 
agricultural tools,  animal drawn implement«, hand operated agricultural 
machines and allied simple sheet metal and metal fabricated products with 
repair and maintenance activities. 

2. Objectives 

The objectives of the project are: 

1. development of local technical competence; 

2. training in engineering aspects with special reference to graduates of 
vocational training school or polytechnic school; 

3. assistance in the utilization of local raw materials whenever feasible; 

4. act as a catalyst In local manufacture of suitable simple engineering pro- 
ducts and in future rural industrialization; 

5. development of local entrepreneursliip; 

6. extension of repair and maintenance service«; and 

7. development of a pilot demonstration scheme as the nucleus for future 
transformation into a viable commercial plant which could serve as a model 
for further establishment of such «mall pianta in other rural areas. 

3       Duration 

4 years (one year pre-project activity and three year« operation activity). 
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4.     Highlight! of the project 

a) This integrated project aims at the establishing of physical facilities 
(workshop anda small foundry) for engineering demonstration establishing manufacture, 
through training of local personnel (vocational training schools) and initiating prelimi- 
nary activities towards strengthening of local design development and adaptation capa- 
bilities of local agricultural engineers to facilitate production of agricultural implements 

b) The immediate objective is to manufacture a limited number of agricultural 
implements primarily for domestic usage, with special reference to the existing accep- 
ted needs of a priority basis. 

c) ft proposes to establish a practical and direct link between the needs of the 
agriculture,  with agricultural tools and implements as an important industrial input for 
successful agricultural development and the need for industrialisation with emphasis on 
appropriate technology transfer 

d) This  manufacturing plant will  act as repair and maintenance units through 
integration of equipment (mobile units). 

e) This project also aims to be the nucleus at a later date for training of local 
artisans and thus catalyse rural industrialization and local entrepreneurship.    It will 
facilitate promotion of establishment of industrial estates and more than all,  will 
facilitate basic training in industrial technology,  production techniques,  commercializa- 
tion and management which are essential for transformation into a commercial venture. 

5 •     Local executive agency 

Agricultural engineering section of the Ministry of Agriculture or an appropriate 
section of the Ministry of Industry. 

6.     Location 

The Government is to decide on the final choice. 

7. UN DP/UN IPO financing 

The provisional possible sources of financing are (a) UNDPjÜüeSCiJ  under 
country programme (IPF) and special industrial services (SIS),   (b) UN I DO, voluntary 
contribution finances (UNIDO VC) «nd (c) UNTDO regular programme finances in 
special cases.   It is to be pointed out that the source of financing may be worked out 
after the project concept  is acceptable to the Government and a preliminary request is 
received. 

8. Pre-project activity 

The list of workshop machinery, prototype samples of appropriate agricultural 
implements and machines,  laboratory testing equipment and details on jigs,  fixtures, 
etc., could be worked out at a later date.    In addition, the details on fellowship training 
programme can also be eleborated during "Pre-prospect Activity". 
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3.     Propo««! for UNIDO technical assistance 

1. Title of the project 

Pilot demonstration of Agricultural tractor« and machinery hiring •tation with 
atationary workshop and mobile unita for integrated repair and maintenance 
activities. 

2. Objectives 

The objective« of the project are: 

1. to a««lit in the effective utilisation of tractor«    implement« and machinery 
owned by the Ministry ot Agriculture,  «tate farm« and cooperative« agricul- 
tural «ector through the establishment of a comprehensive farm machinery 
hiring system; through judicious acquisition of additional new appropriate 
agricultural tractors,  implements and allied machinery for an expanded 
hiring activity a« a second step; 

2. to ree organize «lad expand existing,  or establish new stationary workshop« for 
agricultural machinery and allied equipment repair and maintenance; 

3. to introduce mobile workshop unit« for repair and maintenance extension 
in rural area«; 

4. to introduce activities in effective spare part« inventory control,  repair 
and maintenance schedule,  and tractor hiring schedule; 

5. to develop management and use of existing facilities with supplementary 
assistance with viable results through a cost conscious commercial approach; 

6. to develop technical manpower through training programme at technical 
a« well a« at management level«; 

7. to support the Government's agricultural machinery extension efforts and 
as«l«t the Government in formulating guidelines and policies,   including 
regional and district level workshops and supporting activities; 

S.     to act as a model for the development of commercial individual tractor hiring 
entrepreneurship; 

9.     to develop in cooperation with manufacturers,   importers and dealers,  a 
national integrated scheme for effective utilization of machinery with a re- 
pair and maintenance programme in the area of agricultural machinery and 
implement«,  and allied equipment; and 

10.     to develop indirectly,  a market to support local manufacture of agricultural 
machinery and implement« and spare parts. 

3. Duration 

3 year« (one year pre-project activú    and two year« operational activity). 
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4. Highlight» of the project^ 

a) This integrated project hat two distinct, but interrelated compound«: 

i)      agricultural tractors,   implements and machinery hiring station,  and 

il)    stationary workshop and mobile units for repair and maintenance of 
agricultural machinery and allied equipment. 

The implementation of the project could be carried out either as a single 
component,   or two separate components and the priorities are to be based on the needs 
of the country. 

b) For the tractor hiring station,   station,   the priority is to be given to the con- 
solidation reorganization and effective utilization of existing tractors and machinery 
owned by the Ministry of Agriculture and associated state farm,   cooperative units 
with a view to extend the services to a larger rural areas and more number of farmers 
on a commercial basis.  As a second step the tractor and machinery part is to be 
enlarged through judicious  acquisition of appropriate machinery through commercial 
channels,   or bilateral assistance or international assistance including that from United 
Nations {UNDP and UNIDO).    This phase of the project proposal involves possible 
UNIDO assistance for the consideration of the Government in realization of the objectives 
and in implementation of a successful scheme. 

c) The stationary workshop and mobile units for repair and maintenance of 
agricultural machinery and allied equipment,  consists of either strengthening and ex- 
panding an existing repair and maintenance workshop of the Government or establishing 
a new unit together with appropriate provisions   of   physical facilties (workshop, 
machinery,  repair and maintenance equipment, testing and laboratory instruments ets. ) 
and mobile units with equipment and tool kits and provision of experts. 

ây    Acquisition of new machinery for tractor hiring station,  is to be considered 
at a hater stage including the source of financing.  Any assistance in initiating commer- 
cial or bilateral negotiations for supply or equipment could be also provided under the 
project. 

e)     Sufficient funds are to be made available towards supply of steel,  spare 
parts,  workshop machinery to be ,   tools,   so as to maintain a healthy inventory control 
level. 

5. Recommended work programme 

i)      Consolidation and reorganization of existing tractors and machinery pool 
to make it a nucleus of a tractor hiring station.    Also reorganization of existing facilities 
of a worskhop ao as to provide initial repair and maintenance services. 

ii)      Starting a modest tractor hiring scheme with repair and maintenance 
facilities   on atrial basis so as to gain experience.   This will include local technical 
personnel intial training. 

iii)      Strengthening of the project through supplementary workshop equipment and r 
• modest enlargement of tractor hiring,  repair and maintenance programme on a pilot 
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commercisi basis. Thle will include continuation of local peraonnel training in organili- 
tion, operation and management. 

iv)      Acquiaition of additional tract ori,  implementi and allied machinery at a 
later date. 

Note:    It is recommended that a comprehensive work programme is elaborated 
during the "Pre-project mission". 
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4      Request from t.le Govt, of Thailand far Special Industrial Service*. 

1. Title 

2. Duration 

3. Date when 
require 

Job description 

Expert in the manufacture of farm implement» and hand tools 

Six months 

As soon ai possible 

4.   Duty station Thialand, with travel within the country 

5.   Purpose of 
the project 

6.   Duties 

6.   Qualifications 

7. Language 

8. Background 
information 
(specimen 
only) 

The purpose of the project is to investigate the desirability and 
feasibility of the manufacture of farm and artisan hand tools 
and recommended to the Government a suitable line of action. 

The expert will work in close cooperation with other United Nations 
experts and officers of the Ministry of Industry and the Ministry of 
Agriculture,     and will undertake the following tasks: 

a)        secure all available information on the product line, specifica- 
tions, present demand and future requirements that have been 
collected and/or projected by the various agencies and rationa- 
lise the data; 

b) 

c) 

d) 

«•) 

assess the present status of the subject industry; 

make recommendations on the improvement and expansion of 
the present industry; 

assist in conducting feasibility studies both from the techni- 
cal and economic view points in support of the recommenda- 
tions; 

formulate steps that need to be taken to assure development 
along the lines recommended. 

Degree or equivalent In mechanical or agricultural engineering with 
practical experience m small manufacture. Experience in plant lay. 
out,  particularly in regards to small industrial plant* and experiene« 
in marketing of industrial products would be a definite asset. 

English 

The applied scientific Research Corporation of Thailand (ASRCT) 
the principal research agency of the Government of Thailand has 
carried out brief examinations of a number of industries with a 
view to assessing their potential for development. 
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Complementary to the report of the EC AFE/ UNIDO Fact Finding 
mission on agricultural machinery Industry which visited Thailand 
In December 1968,  detailed analysis on the various aspects of agri- 
cultural machinery and implements has been undertaken hx-varlouf 
agencies In Thailand.    Based upon these reports and Its own prelimi- 
nary analysis It has been recommended by Applied Scientific Re- 
search Corporation of Thailand- In consultation with the Industrial 
Finance Corporation of Thailand- that there Is a necessity to under- 
take a detailed study of establishment of agricultural machinery 
manufacture - hand operated and artisan implements and tools in 
Thailand.   Such a study should take Into account the agricultural 
implement industry as a whole. 

There is no significant level of manufacture of hand operated imple- 
ments and tools in Thailand.    With the present demand of nearly 
4000 tractors per year (in 1969 existing assembly by three firms 
about 2700 units,  taking into account the total import of around 
4000 units) the growth rate is expected to be 5-10 percent per year 
in the next 5 years to come.  Thus there is a need for suitable range 
of implements to meet the requirements of the existing population of 
around 28,000 tractors and the future growth.    Presently a few 
manufacturers are manufacturing assembling disc plows and disc 
harrows. 

In the farm and artisan hand tool industry,  Imports have been grow- 
ing at an average annual rate of 15 percent and reached 9 million 
US $   in 1968.    One large company makes chongkols only,  and a 
number of small companies make the slmplier items such as knives, 
hammers, plough heads,  crow-bars,  spades,  rakes,  hoes and 
harpoons.  Apart from the one large factory making chongkols, there 
are no mechanically equipped forging shops and the quality of produc 
ti on is limited by a minimum of tooling. 

However,  considering the quantity,   quality and manufacturing 
techniques of existing level of production,  there Is a necessity for 
investigating the possibilities of establishing   suitable manu- 
facturing units.    The Government of Thailand desires assistance 
of UNIDO regarding the same. 

Note: (These recommendations should Include improvements In present 
organisations and use of present Industrial equipment as well as 
additional or new processes and equipment needed.    The economic 
aspects Involved therein must receive careful consideration.    The 
credit facilities available to the small industrial plants for pro- 
curement of improved tooling requirement should receive careful 
consideration) 
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E«««wlplt. 

5. Speci«! Industrial services Project Data Sheet 
Í2.1LÍ5.iJillll3JLt!Le_ •cÜXJtX 

Reference No. SIS 
Country: Thailand 

1. Projecttitle Manufacture of farm machine, and hand tool.. 

2. Date of formal 
request   

3. 

4. 

Government De.BajrtniÇ.rU-jubmUting rcquest: 

(Miniitry of Induatry'Agriculture) 

§£S£!Ü£._Gove nyS!Ent_AJIena_c oncerne d J^ith_the_pr ojee t : 

5. The Purpose_qf_the_proj^rf : 

The purpose of the project i. to investigate the de.ir.bility and feasibility of the 

7Zt        : T, and ar<,9an hand t001' in Th*iUnd *nd -commend to the government a suitable line of action. 

6 Deic llPl|on_oQhej^r_oject : 

h.hL'n rVHÍCr, °f an """* in the manuf*ctur« <* <"• «nd arti.an hand tool, will 
be provided for a period of three month..    The expert will be required to 
undertake the following dutiei: M l 

m)     demanTIn^f rÍUble ^^^ m the *'«»«« line, .pecificationa, presen« 
demand and future requirement, that have been collected and/or projected 
by the various agencie, and rationalize the data; 

b)    t0 * the w«««»t .tatua of the subject industry in Thailand; 

C)    ti„0dT.atry:
reCOmmendAtÌOn" 0n the im*rovement «d expan.ion of the pre.ent 

d)    to ...ist in conducting feasibility stadie, both fromthe technical and 
economic view points in .upport of the recommendation.; .nd 

" u«••;r.r' n"d ,o be "ken ,o *••"" *"i*~- ••-« <•» 
? • Background information^ 

(Specimen only) 

The Applied Scientific Research Corporation of Thailand («Rrn »k s . , 
reaearch agency of the Government of Th.ilL ha. c.rHed ZitfJ^^T. 
-mber of indu.trle. with a vew to ing their potential for develo^ 
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Complementary to the report of the ECAFE/UNIDO Fact Finding Mission on 
agricultural machinery industry which vi.ited Thailand In December 1968,  detailed ana- 
ly.l. on the various aspects of agricultural machinery and Implement« hai been under- 
taken by various agencies in Thailand.    Baled upon the.e reporte and it. own prelimi- 
nary analysis It has been recommended by Applied Scientific Research Corporation of 
Thailand - In consultation with the Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand - that 
there la a necessity to undertake a detailed study of establishment of agricultural 
machinery manufacture - hand operated and artisan implementa and tools In Thailand. 
Such a study ahould take into account the agricultural implementa Induatry aa a whole. 

There Is no significant level of manufacture of land operated Implementa and toolr 
In Thailand.   Such a etudy ahould take into account the agricultural Implement Induatry 
aa a whole. 

There la no algnifleant level of manufacture of hand operated implementa and toola 
in Thailand.   With the preaent demand of nearly 4000 tractora per year (in 1969 existing 
aaaembly by three firms about 2700 units, taking into account th<s total import of around 
4000 units) the growth rate is expected to be 5-10 percent per year In the next 5 yeare 
to come.   Thua there ia a need for auitable range of implementa to meet the require- 
ments of the existing population of around 28, 000 tractors and the future growth. 
Presently,  a few manufacturers are manufacturing aasembllng disc plows and dlac 

harrows. 

In the farm and artiaan hand tool industry,   imports have been growing at an 
average annual rate of 15 percent and reached 9 million US f 1968.   One large company 
make« chongkols only,   and a number of small companies make the simpler iteme auch 
aa knlvea,  hammers,  ploughheads,  crow-bars spades,   rakes,   hoes and harpoons. 
Apart from the one large factory making chongkols.   there are no mechanically equlped 
forging shops and the quality of production ia limited by a minimum of tooling. 

However conalderlng the quantity,  quality and manufacturing technlquee of exist- 
ing level of production,  there is a necessity for investigating the poaeibllitiea of eatab- 
lishing suitable manufacturing units.    The Government of Thailand dealrea assistance of 
UNIDO regarding the same. 

8. Relationship with other technical assistance projects or request«: 

The expert will work closely with other UNIDO experts Involved in Project 
THA T6. 

9. Project components, duration and estimated coata: 

Field of Activity Duration Cost_ 

Mechanical or 
Agricultural Engg. 

No (how many) 

Month i f4,000 m/m 
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10.     RaQuost twrovid 

¿or UNIDO Dai« fer UNDP Data 

* Not«:    (TIMM recommandât lona should laclad« improvement In present organisation 
«ad o«« oí prêtent Industrial equipment as well as addltlomal or now processea 
and equipment needed.   Tho economic aspocta involved therein must receive 
careful COBS Ida rat Ion.   Tho credit facilities available to the small Industrial 
plants for procurement of Improved tooling requirement should receive care- 
ful consideration. 
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